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Clinical practice guidelines are recipes for how clinician can identify a spe-
cific medical condition in a patient, how to manage and provide treatment
for such a patient. These are evidence based statements, which includes rec-
ommendations to optimize patient care. Well defined guidelines has shown
the effect of improving the quality of health care at a lower cost, as well as
reducing practice variability.
Despite the positive effects of clinical practice guideline, they have shown
a limited effect on changing the clinicians practice methods. Some clini-
cian don’t know that such guidelines exists, they are not familiar with the
guideline content, they lack the self-confidence to execute the recommended
treatment, the previous practice methods make it difficult to adapt to the
new recommendations, or the guideline format itself is to cumbersome to
read and use.
The purpose of this master thesis is to address some of the reasons why
the clinical practice guidelines haven’t been put more into use. We propose a
serious game which will contribute to awareness of the guidelines and training
in the guideline content itself. We do present four models. A guideline model,
which describes the workflow of the clinical practice guideline. A domain or
entity model, which describes the patient, his symptoms, diagnosis and how
the clinicians have managed his medical condition. A student learning model
which keeps track of the student’s performance at different quizzes. A game
model which holds information about game elements and the ordering of the
game/learning material. By using information from the game model and the
student learning model, we can make the game adaptable to the knowledge
and progression of the student, as well as flexible such that the student can
choose different paths through the learning material.
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1.1 Clinical Practice Guidelines
Fervers, Carretier, and Bataillard (2010) claims that for clinicians, increased
medical knowledge is associated with an exponential growth of scientific data
and published material. It is impossible to keep up, as well as integrating
all the new information into daily practice to give patients the best possible
care. Masic, Miokovic, and Muhamedagic (2008) gives an example where a
general practitioner should read 19 articles per day to keep up with the new
medical information, while only having time for reading one hour per week.
Reading 19 articles per day, would acquire more time than the clinician has
available for treating patients. This problem is known as academic isolation
(Masic, Miokovic, and Muhamedagic 2008).
Evidence Based Medicine (EBM) suggests that instead of routinely read-
ing dozens of articles, the clinicians should target their reading to specific
patient problems. Developing clinical questions and then searching for the
answer (problem based approach) may be a more productive way to keep up
with the new medical knowledge (Masic, Miokovic, and Muhamedagic 2008).
The EBM definition further puts an emphasize on integrating the best evi-
dence in decision making with the clinicians expertise and the patients values
and expectations (Masic, Miokovic, and Muhamedagic 2008).
The concept of EBM is about transferring knowledge from clinical re-
search into clinical practice, and Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPG) can
play an instrumental role in this process (Fervers, Carretier, and Bataillard
2010).
The Institute of Medicine (IOM) has given the following definition of
clinical practice guidelines: ”CPGs are statements that include recommen-
dations intended to optimize patient care. These statements are informed by
1
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a systematic review of evidence and an assessment of the benefits and costs
of alternative care options” (Institute of Medicine (US) et al. 2011).
The definition given by IOM covers the goals in EBM, and also takes the
cost into account. In fact, Clayton and Hripcsak (1995) have shown that in
some situations good use of appropriate guidelines and protocols can reduce
as much as 25% of the cost of healthcare.
Even though the CPGs have proven to improve the quality of health care
while reducing practice variability and the cost of patient care (De Clercq,
Kaiser, and Hasman 2008), it is well recognized that CPGs have had a limited
effect on changing the clinicians practice methods. Cabana et al. (1999) lists
the following reasons:
• Lack of awareness: the clinician is not aware of the guideline’s exis-
tence.
• Lack of familiarity: the clinician is not familiar with the content of
the guideline.
• Lack of agreement: the clinician had various reasons to disagree
with the guideline, such as they are oversimplified, disagree with the
evidence or not worth the patient risk, discomfort or cost.
• Lack of self-efficacy: is the lack of self-confidence in that the clinician
can execute the recommendations of the guideline correctly.
• Lack of outcome expectancy: the clinician doesn’t believe the out-
come of the recommended treatment will meet the outcome expectancy.
• Inertia of previous practice: the custom, habit or previous training
can hinder the adaptation of clinical practice.
• External Barriers: the guidelines are not easy to use, not convenient,
cumbersome and confusing.
One example of an external barrier is the Guidelines for the Diagnosis and
Management of Asthma (National Heart Lung and Blood Institute and U.S.
Department of Health & Human Services 2007), which consists of 440 pages.
Such a large document is not convenient to use at the point of care. According
to Shortliffe (1998), CPGs in monographs and journal articles tend to sit on
book shelves at the time their knowledge could prove the most valuable to
the clinicians. Lack of awareness in other words.
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1.1.1 Discussion
According to Woolf et al. (1999), clinicians sometimes have good reasons to
disagree with some of the content of a guideline. Woolf et al. (1999) points
out three reasons:
1. The scientific evidence of the recommendation can be lacking, mislead-
ing or misinterpreted.
2. The recommendations may be influenced by the authors. What the
authors believe, may be inferior to other options, ineffective or harmful.
3. As the guideline may be written to control cost, serve societal needs or
protect special interest, the recommendations may be suboptimal for
the patient.
There exists grading systems which grade the quality of evidence and strength
of recommendations. GRADE is such a grading system (Guyatt et al. 2008).
When displaying guidelines to clinicians, it is a strong point to display the
grade of evidence, as the clinician has to choose between several treatment
options.
1.2 Serious games
When searching the literature for the definition of serious games, there seem
to be many different understandings of what serious games really is. How-
ever, these definitions seem to have the common understanding that serious
games are games which are used for other purposes than just pure entertain-
ment (Susi, Johannesson, and Backlund 2015). This is actually a very broad
category, where we can find games which are used to test job applicants or
to improve our health by encouraging us stay more active.
Michael and Chen (2006) defines serious games as ”a serious game in
which education (in its various forms) is the primary goal, rather than en-
tertainment”. Michael and Chen (2006) emphasizes that education and en-
tertainment should not be in conflict, but that they can overlap. The feeling
of learning something new or getting better at something, can be quite sat-
isfying and can serve as a motivating factor.
Serious games also have the advantage over educational books and movies
that the student can demonstrate and apply what he has learnt, through
tasks in the game (Michael and Chen 2006). Serious games seem more effec-
tive than training with conventional instruction methods, as the knowledge
gains persists in the long term memory, and the learner can build on this
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well-structured prior knowledge through his learning career (Wouters et al.
2013). Serious games, however, seems to be most effective when they are
supplemented with instructional learning methods. Not only do the student
get to learn by doing, but he also gets the opportunity to reflect over what he
has learnt and to verbalize the new knowledge, making it easier to integrate
it into his knowledge base (Wouters et al. 2013).
1.3 Motivation
By making a serious game for clinical practice guideline training, we can
address some of the reasons why the CPGs haven’t had a greater impact on
clinicians practice methods (Cabana et al. 1999):
• Lack of awareness: The more projects there are around CPGs, the
more focus will they get and more people may get aware of their exis-
tence. By making a serious game, we may be able to target some user
groups which where hard to reach in traditional ways.
• Lack of familiarity: By playing or working with the game, the stu-
dent might learn more about the content and will become familiar with
the CPGs. The student may also be encouraged to study the CPGs in
the traditional ways after having played the game.
• Lack of self-efficacy: By repeatedly solving practical tasks in the
game, the student may become confident in that they are capable of
executing the treatment recommended by a CPG.
• External barriers: convenient, cumbersome and confusing CPGs will
by approach be converted to a game format. Even though a game
isn’t a good encyclopaedia at the point of care, for some user groups
a game might be a better format for studying. Such a combination of
instructional learning methods and serious games have shown positive
learning results (Wouters et al. 2013). Having built well-structured
prior knowledge through the use of serious CPG games may also help
at the point of care.
Another motivational reason for making a serious game is the scalability.
How can we best train 10, 100 or 1000 clinicians in the best practices of
medical guidelines? There are logistics problems with instructional courses
and training sessions, such as cost of money and time, and there’s a practical
limit for how many attendees can attend a course at the same time. A
mobile game scales much better as downloading an mobile application is
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much cheaper, and it can be played almost anywhere at any time. There’s
no limitation on how many playing participants.
1.3.1 Asthma
Asthma is a repository disease, which in the recent years have had an almost
exponential growth rate among children in Oslo. From 0.4% in the first
Norwegian report in 1948, to 8% in 1993 and 20.2% in 2006. Similar results
were found in the rest of Norway in the early 90s (Carlsen et al. 2006).
Asthma growth amongst children is not only an issue in Norway. Accord-
ing to Odhiambo et al. (1998), 3% of children in rural areas in Kenya had
asthma in 1998 and 9.5% of the children in urban areas. Before this study it
was a claim that asthma among African children was rare, which is no longer
true (Odhiambo et al. 1998).
As we can see, there is an exponential growth in the numbers of chil-
dren being diagnosed with asthma both in the western world African coun-
tries. Consequently it is urgent to find answers to prevent further increase
of asthma amongst children in the years to come (Carlsen et al. 2006).
This thesis aims at contributing in addressing those global problems
through exploring the potential of developing and using a serious CPG game
to empower health care workers in diagnosing and treating children possibly
suffering from asthma.
1.4 Summary
Clinical practice guidelines are evidence based statements, which includes
recommendations to optimize patient care. Well defined guidelines improve
the quality of health care at a lower cost, as well as reduce practice variability.
However, clinical practice guidelines have had an limited effect in chang-
ing clinician practice methods. In this thesis we will develop a serious game
to address some of the reasons why the clinical practice guidelines haven’t
been put into more use.
Our work will be based around paediatric asthma as a contribution to




In December 2018, we submitted a paper ”A Model Driven Approach to the
Development of Gamified Interactive Clinical Practice Guidelines”, which
was a summary of our work so far in this project and related projects. The
paper was accepted for publication by ENASE 2019 – 14th International Con-
ference on Evaluation of Novel Approaches to Software Engineering, where
we held a presentation on their conference in Heraklion, Greece.
The paper can be found in appendix 9.2 in this thesis.
2.2 Research questions
• RQ1: Based on clinical guidelines, how can we define and represent a
generic data structure that can be used to implement applications such
as online guidelines or training games for such guidelines, and where
applications can adapt to the level of their users?
• RQ2: Can the generic data structure in RQ1 be used to generate a
specific data model for another domain such as paediatric asthma?
• RQ3: How can we use the data model in RQ2 to implement a game for
guideline training that can adapt to the level and progression of users?
• RQ4: Is the guideline meta model at an abstraction level such that it
can be used for other guidelines?
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2.3 Structure of the thesis
This thesis is divided into nine chapters. This section gives a brief overview
of the content in each chapter.
1. Background: in this chapter we give an explanation of what the clin-
ical practice guidelines are and the purpose they serve. We propose
a serious game which will address some of the reasons why clinical
practice guidelines haven’t been put more into use.
2. Introduction: we presents some research questions which are related
to making abstract and specific data structures of the guideline content,
as well as representing the guideline content at the knowledge level
of the student, adapt it during the student’s progression and make
it flexible such that the student can pick his own path through the
learning material.
3. Method: in this chapter we describe our adoption to design science
and go through the seven guidelines. The concern that we must deliver
value to the medical community, as well as a contribution to the science
of health informatics. We describe our work as iterations with specific
goals and evaluations.
4. Architecture: we describe the overall architecture of the game. We
have a presentation layer, where we discuss all the technologies in that
layer. We have a separate game engine, which uses four managers and
three conceptual managers. The managers describes the responsibilities
of the game engine. This is a brief introduction, and more detail about
the game engine will be discussed in the following chapters.
5. Data models: We give a short explanation of model driven engi-
neering and DPF.We proposed four data models, an entity model, a
workflow model, a game model and student learning model. We will
cover the models in detail in this chapter.
6. Game elements: We will discuss the conceptual question flow man-
ager, conversation manager and user manager. We will use Dynamic
Content Management to make the learning material adaptable to the
knowledge level and progression of the student, as well as flexible such
that the student can choose his own way through the learning con-
tent. We have to expand the entity model with presentation vertices,
such that we can produce textual questions. We discuss the multiple-
try feedback and other quiz game approaches, as well as a rewarding
system. We show a conceptual model of the game engine.
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7. Application walktrough: we play through level 2, presents screen-
shots and discuss features, ideas, user interface and design choices.
8. Evaluation: we evaluate the data models by modelling the paediatric
pneumonia guideline (Republic of Kenya 2016). We evaluate the game
itself with two nurses and two medical doctors. We discuss our findings
in relation to the research questions.
9. Discussion and conclusion: we briefly discuss topics which may be
done in relation to this project as future work. We present some related
work and then concludes this thesis.
2.4 Summary
Here we have defined a set of research questions, which is related to the
development of serious games for clinical guidelines. Making games which
are adaptable to the knowledge level, progression of the user, and making
guideline models which are at an abstraction level where they can be used
to represent other CPGs, are the main focus points.




The research methodology we have used for this project was an adaptation
of design science (Hevner et al. 2004). In short, design science requires an
artefact that solves an organizational problem. The artefact itself and the
construction of it goes through evaluations in iterations, to make sure about
it’s relevant to the problem domain. We must ensure that the research con-
tributes value to both the health care domain as well as computer science
and health informatics.
Hevner et al. (2004) proposed some guidelines in information system re-
search. We will go through them and discuss them as we have made use of
them in the research project.
• Guideline 1: Design as an Artefact. The artefact will be a serious
mobile game with the associated data models.
• Guideline 2: Problem Relevance. Clinical Practice Guidelines
have the potential to improve the quality of health care, reduce prac-
tice variability and the cost of health care (De Clercq, Kaiser, and
Hasman 2008), nevertheless they have had a limited effect on chang-
ing the clinicians practice methods (Cabana et al. 1999). Some of the
reasons listed by Cabana et al. (1999), are that some clinicians are not
aware of the guidelines, they are not familiar with the guideline con-
tent, as well as that the guidelines are difficult to use, cumbersome,
inconvenient and confusing. These are issues we can address through
a serious game.
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• Guideline 3: Design Evaluation. The design process is described in
the next section, where each iteration has clear goals and evaluations.
Cognitive walkthroughs and usability tests with users are some of the
evaluation methods used. In the end of this thesis, we will demonstrate
that the datamodels we have developed are of a genre character, and
that they can be used to represent other clinical practice guidelines, as
well as for evaluation of the game through the use to medical experts.
• Guideline 4: Research Contributions will be the data models we
develop, which are the backbone of the game. The data models should
be generic enough to provide a platform for and to represent and make
games for other clinical practice guidelines. Those models should sup-
port adaptation to the user’s knowledge level and with flexible learning
paths.
• Guideline 5: Research Rigor and Guideline 6: Design as a
Search Process. The construction of the artefact followed a similar
process as described in figure 3.1. It’s an iteratively process where re-
quirements were established through a focus group, workshops, study-
ing and evaluation of similar products, talking with domain experts
and informal literature studies. Furthermore we designed alternatives,
which also can be functionality suggested to the artefact. Prototyping
was making prototypes or constructing the artefact itself. Evaluations
decide whether the new functionality/prototype can be used as it is or
update the requirements and make a new version.
Problems are uncovered and solved in the evaluation - through con-
struction iterative phases. Here the research questions appear from the
design.
• Guideline 7: Communication of Research, which is the purpose
of this masters thesis. We have also published a paper, which can be
found in the first of the appendices.
3.2 Iterations
3.2.1 Testing mobile app technology, conceptual model
The goal of this iteration was to make a prototype using the proposed tech-
nology. The prototype will tell us if it is sensible to use the technology for
the project, as well as having a conceptual model to use when discussing








Figure 3.1: The project followed a similar process to the life cycle of interaction
design. Figure derived from Preece, Sharp, and Rogers (2015)
initial ideas around the aim of the project, the initially defined functionality
for the defined artefact to be.
The technology to be tested had to support multiple mobile platforms,
such that we do not have to rewrite the application for every platform. If
we can get some code carry over to a web platform, that is also a bonus. In
figure ?? we see one of these conceptual models.
Figure 3.2: A very simple conceptual model to test one of the proposed
technologies, as well as acting as a starting point for discussions
The interfaces were evaluated with the supervisors, using cognitive walk-
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throughs. The prototypes also worked as conceptual models, using the proto-
types as a base for discussing ideas, for discussing the purpose of the project,
what the user should be able to do, how to organize content and what func-
tionality to add.
3.2.2 Focus group
At the 25th of February 2018, we arranged a focus group. The participants
were:
• Two 6th year medical doctor students.
• Two master degree students in computer science.
As the project was in a very early stage, the purpose of the meeting
was exploring: how medical students could make use ofuse CPGs in their
training. How the CPGs are used today, how the students work in their
practice periods at the hospital, what format are the CPGs in now and what
challenges limits the use of CPGs among health workers and medical students
at the point of care.
By using an unstructured interview form, we managed to collect broad
and general information, as well as going into detail on interesting topics. As
the focus group was small, the contestants could discuss between themselves,
highlighting consensus and conflicts (Preece, Sharp, and Rogers 2015). The
discussion was documented using an audio recorder.
The following topics were discussed in the focus group:
• The students are learning new medical routines by studying typical
cases. Drilling the routines.
• Red and yellow flags, which are alarm systems the clinicians to be
aware of. A red flag is when the patient’s condition is quite critical.
What triggers the flags and how to act upon them is something the
clinicians need to know by heart, as time is critical and the action
needed might be advanced like surgery. No time to use the guidelines.
Orange, yellow and green are further degrees of how urgent the clini-
cian’s intervention is. Orange is less urgent than red, but more urgent
than yellow. Green is the least urgent one.
• Clinicians and medical students use a collection of short guidelines in a
pocket book format for references. The guidelines are written mostly
in text format and sometimes they make use of tables for presentation.
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• Mobile devices can’t be used at the point of care because of
condemnation risks. There are also techniques of consultations with a
patient. A mobile device will get in the way for important non-verbal
communication.
• Sometimes a departments need access to specific cases where there isn’t
much written material. They need access to scientific articles.
• They brought up the case where doctors in developing countries
have so many patients, and where the time for each patient is very
limited. To be able to look up the needed information in the guidelines,
they need to have a format which makes it very fast to extract the
searched and found of information. Flow-charts are more suitable for
developing countries where acting quickly is often more important than
in developed countries where they can have a focus on being more
thorough in green flag situations.
• In addition to international and/or national accepted guidelines, hos-
pitals can also have their own protocols. The protocols are for
situations where the treatment is more specific for the particular area
or hospital. An example is a patient with a blood clot. The medical
personnel in Finnmark will start removing the blood clot immediately,
because of the long distance to the nearest hospital. They want to
reduce the risk for complications, whereas in Bergen, they will wait
initiating such a treatment. In developing countries you might have
to put into consideration what kind of equipment and staff is available
at the specific hospital or health care station. The likelihood of differ-
ent diseases is different from each geographically position, the patients
background or the season in the year. Social and economic status also
matters, even in Norway.
• Discussion about presentation of learning material in an ap-
plication. Medical cases are often too obvious, too simple or too com-
plicated in existing applications. Flashcards. Show image of an ECG
or a picture of a symptom.
• Notifying the student about guidelines would be useful, but only
for the most common and dangerous conditions, relevant for the stu-
dents medical field to avoid unnecessary notifications which will only
be ignored.
• The diagnostic process: the doctor have several conditions in mind,
but tries to eliminate the statistically most common and dangerous
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first. Trying to narrow down the alternatives until the doctor is quite
certain about the medical condition of the patient.
3.2.3 Studying similar products
The purpose of the iteration is to see what exists in the market. What have
others done. What can we improve, where can we add value to both the
medical community and to computer science.
The results from this iteration is presented in appendix ”Comparison of
CPG applications”, and was done together with a fellow master of science
student in software engineering. As a conclusion, none of these application
have a data model which can represent CPGs, nor a patient in a clinical
encounter. The representations of CPGs are mostly text based, flow charts
or flow charts which expand when you click on decision vertices. LIFE:
Neonatal Resuscitation Training is a pretty advanced 3D game, but there is
no data model representing the content in the quizzes and tasks.
3.2.4 Technology used to represent CPGs
In this iteration we evaluates technologies which could be used to model
CPGs.
• GLIF and PROforma was compared during a literature study as a
semester assignment in health informatics. We will here give a brief
summary of GLIF.
GLIF or the Guideline Interchange Format, was developed by the In-
terMed Collaboratory. The intention was to make a guideline repre-
sentation language, which can be viewed by a variety of software appli-
cations as well as adapting them and making them valid for different
local uses. The representation should be precise, ambiguous, readable
by humans and interpretable by computers, adaptable to different clin-
ical information standards and facilitating guideline sharing (Peleg et
al. 2000).
To make the guidelines readable for humans, interpretable by comput-
ers and adaptable by different institutions, GLIF defines the guidelines
at three different abstraction levels: conceptual, computable and im-
plementable levels (De Clercq, Kaiser, and Hasman 2008).
The conceptual level is the highest abstraction level. It consists of
flow-charts which can be viewed by humans, using guideline viewing
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programs. At this level the guidelines can not be used for computations
in decision support (Peleg et al. 2000).
At the computable level expressions, patient data elements, clinical
actions and guideline flow are specified at this level. The guidelines
can also be verified for logical consistency and completeness (Peleg et
al. 2000).
The implementable level contains the information to incorporate the
guidelines into the particular institutions knowledge or information sys-
tem such as EPR (Peleg et al. 2000).
In figure 3.3 we present a model of the paediatric possible asthma
guideline (Republic of Kenya 2016) at the conceptual level. We will now
explain the guideline steps that the UML-model in figure 3.3 consists
of.
– Action step a representation of a recommended tasks or ac-
tion. There are three types of actions steps: Medically oriented
(such as a recommendation for a treatment), Programming ori-
ented (such as retrieving information from EHR), Control-oriented
that invokes nested control structures (subguidelines or macros to
support recursive specification) (De Clercq, Kaiser, and Hasman
2008). Action steps are the green squares in figure 3.3.
– Decision step represents a decision point in the model. There
are two types of decision steps: Case and Choice. In a Case step
the decision will be made up of a number of logical expressions,
as a deterministic decision. On the other hand, the Choice step
displays various suggestions and the agent (clinician e.g.) needs
to choose between them (De Clercq, Kaiser, and Hasman 2008).
Decision steps are the turquoise hexagons in figure 3.3.
– Patient state step which characterizes the specific state or con-
dition a patient is in. It can be used as an entry point into the
flow-chart, or as an summation to describe the clinical state a pa-
tient is in (Boxwala et al. 2004). Each patient state step includes
attributes which describes the condition a patient is in (e.g. iron
level in the blood has been reduced since last blood sample). When
this condition occurs in practice, the guideline corresponding to
the Patient state step is executed (De Clercq, Kaiser, and Hasman
2008). Decision steps are the yellow diamonds in figure 3.3.
– Synchronization step is working together with the branch step
to provide multiple concurrency paths (Boxwala et al. 2004). Mul-
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tiple guidelines that follows a branch step, eventually comes to-
gether in a synchronization step. A continuation attribute speci-
fies whether all or some conditions need to be fulfilled before we
can continue to the next step (De Clercq, Kaiser, and Hasman


















































Figure 3.3: The paediatric possible asthma guideline (Republic of Kenya 2016)
modelled using elements from GLIF
• Asbru is another approach for computer interpretable guidelines, and
sort of a competitor to GLIF and PROforma. According to De Clercq,
Kaiser, and Hasman (2008) the project was developed at the Stan-
ford University, Vienna University og Technology and Ben-Gurion Uni-
versity. It uses time-oriented skeletal plans. These skeletal plans are
schemata at different detail levels. To manage skeletal plans, Asbru in-
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troduces some key functionality: the representation of high-level goals
(intentions), temporal patterns, time annotations, as well as graphi-
cal user interfaces to view the skeletal plans (De Clercq, Kaiser, and
Hasman 2008).
De Clercq, Kaiser, and Hasman (2008) continues: in Asbru, skeletal
plans are used to represent guidelines. Each plan’s functionality is
described by attributes such as: preferences, intentions, conditions,
effects and plan body (De Clercq, Kaiser, and Hasman 2008).
In figure 3.4, we have modelled the paediatric possible asthma guideline
(Republic of Kenya 2016) using a graphical interface tool AsbruView
(The Aasgard Project 2006). The sequential plans are organized from a
start point to an end poing along a time x-axis. Plans can be executed
in a parallel, the y-axis. Subplans are stacked in z-axis, making the
presentation of a guideline 3 dimensionally. In addition to being able
to execute plans in sequential or parallel order, we also have the option
to execute the in an arbitrary order or without any fixed order (un-
ordered). There are also sequential plans and control structures with
if-then-else.
For the skeletal plans shown in figure 3.4, we can also set the attributes
conditions, intentions, effects and preferences for each of them. These
describes the functionality of each plan (De Clercq, Kaiser, and Hasman
2008).
Figure 3.4: An attempt at modelling the paediatric possible asthma guideline
(Republic of Kenya 2016), using Asbru editor tool AsbruView (The Aasgard
Project 2006)
• See the description of DPF in other parts of this thesis.
Through PROforma, GLIF and Asbru we learn that there are several ways
to approach the task of making computer interpretable guidelines. We can
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learn about challenges and see how they solved them. Dissemination, where
one needs to regularly update the guidelines and make sure that the different
computer systems use the updated versions, is one approach. Dissemination
is relevant for this project, as we want to make sure that every student trains
for the most current guideline. We don’t want them to memorize old and
outdated content.
Our conclusion is that Asbru, GLIF and PROforma are rather large sys-
tems, putting a lot of emphasise on working in a hospital setting and com-
municating with other computer systems such as decision support on the
electronic health record. With large computer systems, it is much more dif-
ficult to customize.
Asbru, GLIF and PROforma also work on a higher abstraction level than
the symptoms the clinician needs to look for when doing an examination for
asthma. When training clinicians, we are very interested in modelling the
details a clinician has to do during a clinical encounter. Asbru, GLIF and
PROforma are more concerned with customizing the workflow for one or a
sequence of treatments for a medical condition. We want to use more general
models which can be reused to represent several guidelines. With DPF we
can create custom domain specific modelling languages.
3.2.5 Designing alternatives
The goal of the iteration is to decide what kind of application to build.
What type of application can we best promote the CPGs, and encourage
health personnel to use and learn them.
For this iteration it was quite critical to get background information on
CPGs, how they are used in the hospital, how they are used by medical
students today and how they work in different areas. For this we needed
the results from the iterations about the focus group and studying similar
products. We also had a medical domain expert in our project. Informal
literature studies was also necessary.
A lot of different prototypes at lower and higher fidelities were made.
Some were made initially at higher fidelity levels as a part of testing technol-
ogy. Figure 3.2 was such a prototype to test technology, as well as exploring
how to organize and categorize CPGs. Figure 3.7 was a prototype of a sim-
ulation tool, but also had the purpose of uncovering details of the paediatric
possible asthma guideline (Republic of Kenya 2016) when communicating
with a medical domain expert.
Figure 3.5 was also a prototype initially at higher fidelity as we tested SVG
generation with JavaScript. The idea of the prototype was to display CPGs
as interactive flow-chart. The vertices have a topic which can be clicked. By
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clicking, the vertex will either expand to show more detailed information or
will redirect to a subguideline. The edges represent decisions and workflow.
An idea was also to enter patient specific details such as gender, age and
weight and possibly symptoms, and get the CPG customized for that patient.
Figure 3.5: A design alternative, displaying the CPGs as interactive
flow-charts. The edges represents the flow, while clicking vertices will display
more information or redirect to subguideline. A suggestion was to fill in with
patient and examination data, to get a customized CPG for a patient
The prototype in figure 3.6, started as sketches with pen and paper. By
going through several iterations of redesign, it reach the fidelity of figure
3.6. This was our first prototype where we presented the CPGs as a game.
We got help from an external masters degree student in software engineering
to make this prototype. The concept of the game is that you initially get
presented with a list of tests you can do on the patient. By picking a test,
you will immediately get presented with a test result. You can do more tests
or proceed. In the next screen you will be presented with a list of treatment
and advises, and you should pick the correct ones with the knowledge you
acquired in the previous screen. In the last two screens, you will be presented
with the answer keys. You will get points for choosing the correct treatments
and advises. You will get points for picking the right tests, and you will get
higher scores if you picked the tests in an optimal order.
The design alternatives were evaluated with the project’s supervisors and
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Figure 3.6: The first design alternative proposed as a game. The student tries
to pick the right tests in the right order for that patient. As well as choosing the
correct treatment and give the right advises to the patient. A high score for
choosing the right treatment and advises, as well as correct tests in the right
order. Medium score for right tests in the wrong order
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their master degree students. There was also separate evaluations with med-
ical domain expert. The evaluation method was cognitive walkthroughs as
well as discussions what is the best approach for promoting CPGs and en-
courage medical students to learn and use CPGs. The conclusion was to
continue with game development.
3.2.6 Entity and workflow models
The goal of the iteration was to model patients at different stages of the
clinical encounter. The entity model should be able to represent patients in
scenarios in quizzes with answer keys.
We based our models on the paediatric possible asthma guideline (Re-
public of Kenya 2016). The first step was to understand every symptom,
medication, equipment used in the treatment and keywords such as ”admit”.
Resources like Disease et al. (2011) and Johansen et al. (2018) were some of
the resources used, but most importantly was an expert of domain.
The developer made a prototype of his understanding of the CPG, which
simulated a clinical encounter with a patient. See figure 3.7. The GLIF chart
presented in figure 3.3 was used as a base when making the simulation tool.
The simulation would start with listing symptoms of asthma and the clinician
would choose among the symptoms, redirecting to the treatment for severe,
mild, moderate and no asthma. The simulation would continue with cycles of
evaluating the given treatment, and the clinician needs to act accordingly to
the evaluation for each cycle until the treatment can be ended. An expert of
domain got the task of going through the entire simulations of use cases such
as ”a patient with severe asthma responds poorly to salbutamol treatment”.
The stimulation gave a thorough understanding of the guideline, emphasized
details which would have been missed or details of the treatment which is
left out of the guideline itself, such as differential diagnoses.
The guideline is also unclear at some points, where a discussion with
a domain expert was needed. For example: wheeze + history of cough or
difficulty breathing. When parentheses are not used, it is difficult to see if
wheeze always needs to be present, or if it is enough that cough alone is.
It is also difficult to understand the effect and model the situation where
the presence of a symptom at a certain age gives ”increased likelihood” for
asthma. In computer science the terms need to be very clear.
A domain expert in Model Driven Engineer and DPF was consulted for
discussing problems such as inheritance, how to create good sentences from
vertex values in the graph, as well as metamodelling and the use of constraints
in DPF. In figure 3.8 there are two images from the whiteboard during the
meeting. On the left we see a workflow and an instance below. The XOR is
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Possible asthma
• Oxygen saturation <90%
• Central cyanosis
• Inability to drink / breast 
feed
• AVPU= "A", "V", "P" or "U" or
• Inability to talk/complete 
sentences
• Pulse rate >200 bpm (0-3 








• Nebulize 2.5mg salbutamol or 6 puffs of 
inhaler with spacer and mask
• Prednisolone 2mg/kg. Administered for 
3-5 days. Max dose of 20mg/day for <2 
years and 30mg/day for 2-5years




Figure 3.7: Screenshots of the prototype used to simulate a clinical encounter
with a domain expert
a constraint, which tells that we can choose one of the two paths only. On
te right we see the entity model, and a suggestion with vertices which make
good textual presentation of graph values which can be used in texts.
Figure 3.8: Pictures of the whiteboard during a meeting with domain expert in
MDE and DPF. To the left there are some discussion around workflow models.
To the right is entity models with vertices which holds a textual representation of
the parent vertex
For evaluating the entity model, a domain expert in medicine made
quizzes with factual questions as well as scenario based. By replacing pa-
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tient related variables in the questions and scenarios, with tags pointing to
variables in the entity model, we could see whether the model fulfilled the
requirements of displaying good and valid sentences. The sentences were
equally good and valid when using different instances of the entity model.
The workflow model got evaluated by making quiz scenarios, and by
confirming that these scenarios covered the entire guideline.
3.2.7 User experience
The goal of the iteration is to facilitate the application for good user experi-
ences.
First of all we need to clarify what a good user experience is. We are not
going to dive in detail into figure 3.9, but shortly explain the components he
Hassenzahl and Tractinsky (2006) defines.
• Beyond instrumental, has to do with other aspects than reaching a work
related goal or solving a work related task. It has to do with attrac-
tion and feelings, such as attraction to a beautiful design, the feeling
of trust, quality and reliability or the user feels motivated through
personal growth and increase of knowledge and skills (Hassenzahl and
Tractinsky 2006).
• Emotion and effect, has to do with how the users feel when interact-
ing with the application. Typically we want the user to feel joy and
excitement, and damper or prevent feelings such as frustration, anger
and disappointment (Hassenzahl and Tractinsky 2006). Typically the
user feels satisfaction when completed a work task, or frustrated when
the work task takes a long time to complete.
• The experiential emphasizes that the experience is strongly related to
the situation it is used in and at which time. (Hassenzahl and Tractin-
sky 2006). As an example the user experience of listening to your
favourite music artist in the car on the way to work, is different from
being at a concert in the weekend with the same music artist.
For the beyond instrumental, we used several iterations to make a pretty
user interface to make the application desirable. As this is an educational
tool, it is important that the user feels his skills and knowledge grow, so the
visualization of progress was quite important. Both that the user advances
in levels, but also that we visualize the progress during a level, where the
user stretches to slowly meet the requirement of the next level.
For emotion and effect, we should trigger joyful emotions, such as em-
phasizing when the user answers correctly and progresses. We should use
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Figure 3.9: User experience copied from Hassenzahl and Tractinsky (2006)
kind and encouraging wording when the user makes an attempt and doesn’t
get the right answer or doesn’t progress to the next level. The interactions
should be clear such that the user easily can fulfil his goals and doesn’t make
mistakes. Keep system errors to a minimal. In our evaluations we could
probably more encouraging to the user when he gives a wrong answer.
The experiential use is a bit hard to adapt to. We have been thinking
that this is a mobile app, often played when the user is bored and can be
situated anywhere. Perhaps on the bus to the university, or waiting for his
friends in the cafeteria. The buttons should be large, large font size and small
amounts of text on the screen, clear instructions and that the user doesn’t
have to remember information from previous screens are good guidelines in
an environment which can be distracting. This is also according to Jakob
Nielsen and Rolf Molich heuristics about user design. ”Minimize the User’s
Memory Load” and ”Simple and Natural Dialogue” (Molich and Nielsen
1990).
The user experience was evaluated using cognitive walkthroughs with
the supervisors and their master degree students. We had a cognitive walk-
through with a domain expert in interaction design and gamification, followed
by discussion and tips for further improvement. Some of the feedbacks were
”wrong” in red colour may be too harsh, as well as a penalty of negative
points even though the penalty is not displayed. A user should be able to
get a higher score than just the requirement for the next level.
We used usability tests in controlled environment, where friends, family,
fellow students and domain expert in medicine were asked to start the ap-
plication and play a full quiz. Notes were taken at points where the user
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would do mistakes, get confused or do a mistake. Typically the user would
become very confused when seeing the screen with the learning map, dis-
playing which levels have been completed, which we are currently playing
and the locked levels. The user would typically try to click on completed or
current levels. We also noticed that the students wouldn’t revise a wrong
answer, just continue to the next question.
3.2.8 Workshop
The 22nd of February 2019 we had a workshop. The purpose of the workshop
was to
• Identify components in the treatment plan of asthma patients.
• Identify difficulty levels, and how the questions will be more detailed
for every difficulty level.
• Make a map of the learning content. Where the content is categorized
in components and difficulty levels. Identify paths the student can take
through the learning content.
The antecedences for the meeting was
• Professor in computer science. Background in model driven engineering
and health informatics.
• Assistant professor in computer science. Background as a researcher in
health informatics.
• Postdoctoral fellow. Background in model driven engineering.
• Medical doctor and PhD student in health informatics.
• PhD research fellow in interaction design. Has written a master thesis
in gamification.
• PhD candidate in computer science and health informatics.
• Master degree student in computer science.
The meeting started with the master student informing the status of
the project by doing a cognitive walk-through and a demonstration of the
application.
The professor presented ideas for further development of the applica-
tion. The important thing, was the concept of splitting up the questions
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Figure 3.10: The participants on the workshop. The master student is absent
as he is the photographer
in themes which relates to components in the treatment plan. The medical
doctor helped identify these themes as assessment, diagnosis, management
and treatment. Further we identified what type of questions we wanted to
ask, and how they fits into different difficulty levels, based on the details of
the questions. We ask factual questions for level 1. We use scenarios in level
2, where we apply facts and the detail level is categories. I.e. what class
of medication should be administered to the patient. In level 3 we continue
with scenarios, but here we ask for much more details, like the dosage of a
medication or how often it should be administered. See figure 3.1 to for an
example of how the detail level gets higher as the student progress.
When playing level 1 the student should get questions from all themes in
level 1. When the student completes level 1, the student should no longer
get questions from that theme. This is to avoid boring the user by repeating
the questions the student already knows the answer of. He should only get
questions from themes he struggles with. I.e. on the first run level 1, the
user gets every question in assessment right, but have some mistakes with
diagnosis and management. Then on the next run, he only gets questions
from level 1 diagnosis and management. This continues until he has reached
the passing condition on every theme in level 1.
We further identified a dependency in the treatment plan. To be able
to do a follow-up, the students first needs to know something about assess-
ment, diagnosis and management of the patient. The follow-up is actually an
evaluation of the treatment which have been given, based on the suggested
diagnosis. The evaluation will tell how the patient responded to the treat-
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Table 3.1: As the student progress to higher difficulty levels, the questions will
ask for more details. Here we show the detail levels of Management
ment, and the student needs to take actions whether the patient responded
or his condition became better or worse. When we have such a dependency,
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the student needs to complete assessment, diagnosis and management before
follow-up gets unlocked. Since follow-up is only relevant in a situation where
there has already been set a diagnosis and given a treatment, the follow-up








Figure 3.11: The student needs to acquire basic knowledge about assessment,
diagnosis, management, before he can follow-up the treatment. This is a
prerequisite for follow-up
To complete a level, all passing conditions at that level in each theme have
to be met. When the student qualifies for a new level, he only gets questions
from the level he plays. The same concept of only getting questions from
the themes at that level you haven’t met the passing condition, continues for
level 2 and 3.
We planned to have a visualization of the passing condition in the ap-
plication. The passing condition will be shown in a chart in the summary
section after each game. The passing condition will be marked as a line over
every theme for the level the student plays. The students scores for each
theme at that level be shown as bars. When a bar reaches the line, a passing
condition is met.
The medical doctor continued the meeting by talking about the guide-
lines. The paediatric guideline of asthma is called ”possible asthma”. That
is because in an emergency situation asthma is the most dangerous airway
condition and can be lethal. If the patient shows signs of asthma, he will be
treated for asthma to reduce risks of an unwanted scenario.
We identified users of the application:
• Formal training, where last year medical students are reading for their
exams.
• Anyone can learn, so it can be used to inform and educate the public.
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Figure 3.12: Assessment and diagnosis are components in the treatment plan.
In the learning map they are themes. Under each theme there are difficulty
levels. Questions for each level are written on post-it notes
Figure 3.13: Management and follow-up are components in the treatment plan.
In the learning map they are themes. Under each theme there are difficulty
levels. Questions for each level are written on post-it notes
• In countries such as Kenya, where there are a large deficit in doctors
and nurses, sometimes nurses has to work as doctors. Or community
workers need to take the role as doctor or nurse. The application will
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Figure 3.14: What type of questions the student will get at each level
help educating nurses and community workers for such scenarios.
There was also talked about how the situation in medical training is for
the student. When a patient comes to the emergency room with severe
asthma, the medical doctors will have all their focus on that particular pa-
tient. The medical student will typically not take part in the assessment,
diagnosis or the initial treatment of the patient. The medical student will
typically only take part in the monitoring, evaluation and follow-up of the
patient, when the situation is less critical. The application will give the med-
ical student an alternative way to train in assessment, diagnosis and initial
treatment of a made-up patient with severe asthma.
The medical doctor continued the workshop by going through the Kenyan
paediatric guideline of possible asthma (Republic of Kenya 2016). This is the
guideline we will base our quiz on. The medical doctor answered questions
from the group about details of the guideline. It is important to understand
the general flow as well as the details to be able to make good questions for
the quiz. The guidelines is poorly written in terms of wrong use of sentential
operators. These mistakes needed to be clarified.
The rest of the workshop was for the participants brainstorming around
the questions which will be used in the quiz. Each participant wrote ques-
tions on post-it notes, and placed them at a suiting level and theme on the
blackboard. At the end, The medical doctor went through the questions and
we had a small discussion around the suggested questions. We managed to
produce question templates to be used in asthma quiz of the application.
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Figure 3.15: Suggestions for questions were written on post-it notes and
attached to a difficulty level under a theme on the black board
3.2.9 Game Engine and Content Flow
The goal of the iteration is to have a playable game, which produces ques-
tions, answering elements, rewards, several difficulty levels and the flow of
the game content.
This iteration draws upon the work which have been produced in other
iterations. Producing the content quiz questions was done together with a
domain expert in medicine. As part of the Game Engine, we developed a
template system, where we replace variables in the question content with
tags which refers to vertices in the entity graphs. We can evaluate to see
that the game engine produces sensible questions and answer elements.
The ideas of difficulty levels and the flow of the game content were dis-
cussed in the workshop section. This iteration was about implementing and
testing these parts of the Game Engine.
The scoringsystem was developed, where we give scores per question el-
ement in the workflow model. A penalty system was introduced, such that
a student with many attempts on each question doesn’t get the same total
score as a student which answered every question correctly on the first try.
The evaluations of the iteration were done as part of the user experi-
ence iteration. Mainly cognitive walkthroughs with domain experts, but also
usability testing in controlled environment with non-experts.
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3.3 Summary
We have proposed an adaption of design science, where we have a short
discussion of the seven guidelines proposed by Hevner et al. (2004). An
important part of design science is that we ensures we produce value for the
medical community, as well as a scientific contribution to health informatics.
We describe iterations with clear goals and evaluations for our work.
• We have established requirements by doing a focus group of last year
medical students, studying similar products such as mobile applica-
tions, GLIF, PROforma and Asbru, doing informal literature studies
and making conceptual models to discuss with domain experts and
team members.
• We have designed prototypes at different fidelity levels, to find our
approach to how we can contribute to more use of clinical practice
guidelines in health care.
• We discuss the process of how we developed the entity and workflow
models, which represents the patient at a given point in the clinical
encounter, which symptoms and diagnosis he may have and the treat-
ment given. The workflow model is a model of the workflow of the
clinical encounter itself.
• An iteration for optimizing the user experience of the application.
• A workshop with different domain experts where we
1. Identified components in the treatment plan of asthma patients.
2. Identified difficulty levels, and how the questions would be more
detailed for every difficulty level.
3. Made a map of the learning content. Where the content was
categorized in components and difficulty levels. Identified paths
the student can take through the learning content.
• Testing and evaluating a fully playable game. Demonstrating the game
engine, scoring system and flow of the content.
Chapter 4
Architecture Overview
4.1 Architecture of the whole system
The architecture of the system is shown in figure 4.1. The system in it’s
whole is running on the student’s phone. The main components are the
presentation layer and the game engine, where the purpose has been to make
the game engine very generic and loosely coupled from the presentation layer.
By replacing the presentation layer, the Game Engine can be implemented
in a web application or using Google Assistant which uses voice to interact.
We’ll briefly dicuss the the architecture of the system in the following
subsections, before we’ll give a more thorough expalantion.
4.1.1 Presentation Layer
The presentation layer is what the user sees and interacts with when using the
application. React Native (React Native · A framework for building native
apps using React) is a JavaScript framework, used to build cross platform
mobile applications for Android, iPhone and UWP. It is based on React
(React – A JavaScript library for building user interfaces), where it uses
React components to build user interfaces for mobile applications.
For managing the state of the application, we use another JavaScript
framework, Redux (Redux · A Predictable State Container for JS Apps). It
is sort of a repository of functions and variables. When the student clicks on
a button in the application, it will trigger a function in the Redux repository.
The function can send a request to the Game Engine or do some calculations
in its own. Then update a variable in the repository which is connected to
a variable in the React Component, and the result is shown on the student’s
phone.
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the system architecture
As the Redux repository is synchronous, we need the framework Redux-
Thunk (reduxjs/redux-thunk: Thunk middleware for Redux ) to make asyn-
chronous calls. A student’s scores for a quiz is stored in the database on the
student’s phone. The game engine uses the scores to find questions at the
right difficulty level for the student. As database calls are asynchronous, we
need Redux-Thunk to make functions which can do asynchronous communi-
cation between Redux and the database.
HighCharts (Interactive JavaScript charts for your webpage — High-
charts) is a JavaScript framework used for making interactive charts. We
use it to visualizing how well the user performed, and how far he is from
advancing to more difficult questions.
4.1.2 Game Engine
The game engine initializes the quiz, controls the training flow, produces
questions with answering elements and keeps track of the user’s performance.
The data models are used to hold information and represent a domain
of concepts. The entity model represents a patient at different stages under
a clinical encounter. The workflow model describes different processes at a
clinical encounter. The game model holds relevant game information such
as questions at different categories and difficulty levels, distractions, points
and penalties for each distraction, answer keys and answer key explanations.
The student learning model keeps track of the student’s scores at different
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quizzes.
The managers are conceptual, used to better describe the responsibilities
of the game engine in this section.
The question flow manager adapts the questions to the knowledge level
of the student, and is flexible such that the student can choose his own path
through the completion of each difficulty level.
The conversation manager puts the questions with belonging answer el-
ements in a sequence such that they fit to a scenario, using the workflow
model. The conversation manager produces questions and answer keys from
a template, in which the entity model is used to fill in data for the place
holders in the template.
The user manager keeps track of the user’s skill, based on the performance
on previous quizzes. It holds the scores for the current quiz, and it measures
the user’s progression.
4.2 Summary
We have proposed an architecture of the systems. The mobile application
logic is in a separate loosely coupled presentation layer, sending requests to
a platform independent game engine.
For the game engine, we have separated the concerns. We have four data
models and three conceptual training managers, and given a brief description
on all of them. The game models and the conceptual training managers will
be thoroughly discussed in the two following chapters.
Chapter 5
Datamodels
For this project and according to the research questions, we will be using
four models.
1. An entity model, which will be a model of the domain concepts. The
patient, the different methods for discovering and measuring symptoms.
The patient’s medical condition and the procedures done to manage the
patient’s medical condition.
2. A workflow model, which describes the different processes in a clinical
encounter. This will be the flow of the guideline itself at an abstract
level.
3. A game model which will contain the game elements, as well as the
order in which the student will learn parts of the guideline. By game
elements we mean the questions, distractions, answer keys, answer key
explanations, rewards and penalties for the different answer alterna-
tives, as well ass passing conditions for the different difficulty levels.
4. A student’s learning model for monitoring the student’s learning
progression.
Models are good for sketches, where we can easily discuss with team
members, domain experts and possibly stakeholders. The models can hold a
detailed specification of the system, as well as we can use models instead of
code to develop the system (Brambilla, Cabot, and Wimmer 2017).
For this project communication is very important, as the developer needs
to understand and be able to model the clinical practice guideline and the
clinical encounter at a very high detail. The domain expert in medicine needs
to be able to verify that the model is correct.
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5.1 MDE and meta modelling
We will be using a Model Driven Engineering (MDE) approach, mainly for
the entity and workflow models. In MDE models serves as the key artefacts
that drive the development process (Rodrigues da Silva 2015). A model in
this case is an abstraction of a system under study. It is usually a partly
and simplified version of the system, where we often need multiple models
to better represent and understand it (Rodrigues da Silva 2015). A domain
model is the conceptual model of a field or expertise that we are examining
to solve a problem (Brambilla, Cabot, and Wimmer 2017).
A metamodel is a model where one define the modelling concepts that
will be used to represent the system in.
A metamodel is a further abstraction of a model, which highlights prop-
erties of the model (Brambilla, Cabot, and Wimmer 2017). In figure 5.1
we see that moving up through the levels is an abstraction of the previous
model. While moving downward, we are making instantiations of the pre-
vious metamodels. With metamodels we can define new languages, as well
as defining new properties or features of the available information (Bram-
billa, Cabot, and Wimmer 2017). This allows us to make Domain Specific
Languages (DSL), which is designes specifically for a specific domain and
context (Brambilla, Cabot, and Wimmer 2017)(Rodrigues da Silva 2015).
By using DSLs, we can develop more expressive models, which can enhance
communication with or be used by domain experts.
5.2 DPF
For the enitity- and workflow models, we use a formal diagrammatic approach
to model driven engineering, which is called Diagram Predicate Framework
(PDF). In software engineering, diagrams are data structures based on graphs.
A graph is a collection of vertices, which may be connected by edges.
A definition for DPF is given by Rutle (2010): ”in DPF, models are
represented by a diagrammatic specification S = (S, CS : Σ). It consists
of a graph S and set of constraints CS specified by a signature constraint
Σ ”. To simplify the definition to how it is used in this thesis, the models
and initiations are represented and implemented using graphs and a set of
constraints. The following sections will discuss these graphs in detail.
Why do we use DPF and not a system such as fHIR? DPF is an abstract
modelling formalism that could be used to model different aspects of the
system. HL7 fHIR is a domain specific language to represent (and share)
resources (i.e. domain concepts) in health care.




















Figure 5.1: Metamodeling from a meta-metamodel to a real world object.
Derived from (Brambilla, Cabot, and Wimmer 2017)
5.3 Entity model
We will now present the entity model by showing an excerpt, hiding away
the details. This will let us easier focus on the concepts and the flow, as the
model itself is quite large and complex. See figure 5.2
The entity graph stores information about a specific patient at a certain
point of time in the clinical encounter. The patient comes to the emergency
clinic. He has some symptoms which the clinician needs to uncover, by doing
examinations and asking questions about the patients conditions. What the
patient or caregiver tells is modelled as history, while quick examinations
such as listening to the chest, looking at the skin, count the number of
breaths per minute are modelled in the examination vertex. In some cases the
clinician wants to run medical tests which require more time and resources,
such as MRI scan, spirometry or blood tests. These tests are modelled as
investigations.
Based on the the symptoms collected in history, examination and inves-
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tigation, the clinician will set a diagnosis. The procedures for what to do
with a patient with a given diagnosis is modelled under management. Hos-
pitalization is to change the patients status to outpatient, or inpatient if he
is admitted into the hospital. He might need some medication or be given
advise for how he should deal with his condition the in every day life. Here
the model can be expanded with routines found in other guidelines, we have





















Figure 5.2: An excerpt of the entity graph. Entity graph represents a patient at
a certain point in the clinical encounter
In figure 5.3 we have expanded the Patient and Diagnosis vertices to
reveal more details. PatientName and Gender, identifies the patient with a
name and gender. These attributes are important when presenting a patient
and his condition in a narrative or scenario. By using a name, it is easier
for the reader to see that this is the same patient in different stages of the
clinical encounter.
A diagnosis has a name. In the paediatric possible asthma guideline
(Republic of Kenya 2016), the diagnosis has a severity. A lot of medical
conditions doesn’t have a severity, or they are classified in another way. Here
we add multiplicity to the edge which specifies this requirement.
















Figure 5.3: Showing the details of the Patient and Diagnosis vertices of the
entity graph
In figure 5.4 we have shown our implementation of the History vertex
from figure 5.2. History is what the patient or the caregiver tells about the
patient’s condition. In the paediatric possible asthma guideline (Republic
of Kenya 2016) we have identified three symptoms which the clinician can
ask the patient or the caregiver about. Here we introduce inheritance, where
the specific symptoms inherits the examination vertex. Each symptom the
patient or caregiver tell about, will have a measurement. In this specific case,
all the history symptoms are boolean. Either they have the symptom or they
















Figure 5.4: Showing the implementation of History in the entity graph. What
the patient or caregiver tell about the patient’s condition
For Examination we follow the same principles as History. We implement
it by letting each symptom inherit an Examination vertex. Each symptom
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has value which inherits from a Measurement vertex. In figure 5.5 we have
shown the inheritances for each vertex with one arrow and a box. This is of
practical reasons when drawing, as there are so many symptoms and it will be
confusing to draw an arrow for each of them. Here the values which are stored
are a bit more mixed than for History. Consciousness is measured using an
AVPU scale, where A is the patient is Alert, V is Verbal, P is responding to
pain and U unconscious. These are enumerates, where we store either A, V,
P or U. Pulse Rate, Respiratory Rate, Oxygen Saturation are all numerical
values. The other symptoms are registered as boolean values. Keep in mind
that Jaundice is really not a part of the paediatric possible asthma guideline
(Republic of Kenya 2016). It is included as part of the antibiotic treatment.
The implementation of Investigation would be just as we did with History
and Examination. For asthma they use a lab test called spirometry, but it is
not included in the paediatric possible asthma guideline (Republic of Kenya












































Figure 5.5: Showing the implementation of Examination in the entity graph.
What symptoms the clinician can observe the patient has
In the paediatric possible asthma guideline (Republic of Kenya 2016),
there are used five medications to treat the patient, as well as antibiotics
which is a class of medications. We will talk about each medicine in the
model as there are some details which needs to be clarified. See figure 5.6.
• Oxygen is a medication, which is given to patient which doesn’t get
enough oxygen by breathing. In asthma this happens because of the
airways are tightened. The paediatric possible asthma guideline (Re-
public of Kenya 2016) doesn’t specify how the oxygen should be admin-
istered, but the paediatric guidelines contain a guideline for prescribing
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oxygen(Republic of Kenya 2016). We have decided to model a part of
the prescribing oxygen guideline, to be able to ask simple control ques-
tions to verify that the student still remembers how to administer it.
Oxygen has a route, which is inhaled. The method is oxygen face mask
with reservoir bag. The rate will be given in litres per minute. The
duration of the treatment will be until the oxygen saturation is at a
high enough level.
• For antibiotics, the CPG says the antibiotic should be given according
to the paediatric pneumonia guideline (Republic of Kenya 2016). We
have decided to include the antibiotic treatment in detail in the model,
but we have also kept Antibiotic as a medication, such that we later
can ask a question where we don’t go in more detail than just antibi-
otic, which is the detail level of paediatric possible asthma guideline
(Republic of Kenya 2016). The antibiotic treatment consists of two
medications gentamicin and penicillin. Gentamicin and penicillin are
given as an injection either intramuscularly or intravenously, which is
modelled as Route and Method. The rate is given by iu per kg, mg per
kg, per 6hours or per 24 hours. If the patient has jaundice, he shouldn’t
be given penicillin. How much penicillin and gentamicin will be given
according to the patient’s weight.
• Prednisolone is a steroid used to calm and prevent inflammation in
the airways. The clinician will administer a dosage calculated by the
patient’s weight. There is a max dosage per day, and the age will
determine how high that max dosage is. The rate is given in mg per
day. The duration is 3-5 days. The route is oral and the form is tablet.
In situations where prednisolone needs to be given more than 5 days,
it will be administered with the route inhaled and form inhaler.
• Corticosteroid is another steroid, which is given to in scenarios of
recurrence asthma symptoms. The CPG specifies that corticosteroid
should be inhaled. This is represented in the model by the Route
vertex. The method the which will be used to inhale corticosteroid
is represented by the Form-vertex. The Form is MDI with spacer,
preferably with spacer with face mask.
• Salbutamol is inhaled to open the airways of an asthma patient. The
Rate vertex tells at which rate the patient should be taking salbutamol.
Asthma patient is given salbutamol at a rate of 2.5mg per 20 minutes if
nebulized, or 6 puffs per 20 minute if the inhaler is used. The Duration
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is up to one hour or three doses if needed. The method is inhaled and
the form is either nebulizer or inhaler.
• Ipratropium bromide is modelled much like salbutamol with a Rate
and a Duration. The rate is given in mcg every 20 minutes for a
duration of one hour if needed. The route is inhaled and the form
is inhaler.
We have kept the Dosage vertex, while it is not in use. It can be used







































































Figure 5.6: Showing the implementation of Medication in the entity graph.
How to administer a medication to patient
Another detail must be clarified when implementing instances of the med-
ications. The route must be given names which can be uniquely identified for
each medication. An example is Ipratopium Bromide and Salbutamol which
both uses the Route Inhaled. Ipratopium Bromide uses only the inhaler,
while Salbutamol can be given using the nebulizer. If Ipratopium Bromide is
sharing the same Inhaled vertex as Salbutamol during instantiation, it will
look like Ipratopum Bromide can be nebulized. By creating a new instantia-
tion of Route per medication, and uniquely identify them by name Inhaled1,
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Inhaled2 or InhaledSalbutamol, InhaledIpratopium, we avoid this problem.
Now we can connect Salbutamol with Inhaled1 and have edges to Form In-
haler and Nebulizer. Ipratopium Bromide has an edge to Inhaled2, which
has an edge to Inhaler. Then we have an instantiation where Ipratopium
























Figure 5.7: To the left we don’t know which medication has been inhaled using
the nebulizer or inhaler. To the right we have specified this in the instantiation,
by using two Inhaled-vertices and uniquely identifying them by giving them
different names
5.3.1 Generic entity model
In the previous section, we had the focus on developing a specific entity
model for the paediatric guideline of possible asthma (Republic of Kenya
2016). In fact by introducing inheritance, we actually made a specific and
a generic model. In the model, we use the keyword {abstract} to note an
abstracted vertex. The inheriting vertices become the specifications of the
abstract vertex.
In figure 5.8 we have showed the the generic model. It only shows the
abstracted vertices and not the specifications. A specific entity model for a
specific guideline, will show both the abstractions and the specifications of
them. The specifications need to be adapted for that specific guideline, and
can not use the same as for paediatric guideline of possible asthma (Republic
of Kenya 2016).
5.4 Workflow model
We model the dynamics of clinical encounters with a workflow model. The
clinician starts with the assessment, where he examine the patient and listen
to what the patient and the caregiver has to say about the the patient’s
condition. The clinician starts to get an idea of what condition the patient
























































Figure 5.8: A generic entity graph contains abstractions. An entity graph for a
specific guideline, contains specifications for those abstractions. Yellow boxes
indicate specifications we have shown for paediatric guideline of possible asthma
(Republic of Kenya 2016)
may suffer from. The clinician continues with the diagnostic part, where
he asks more targeted questions to the patient and caregivers about the
condition, do more of the examination and perhaps order lab tests as part
of the investigation. This process can strengthen the clinician’s assumptions
about the condition, and he may be able to set a specific diagnosis.
The next step is the management and treatment. This can be changing
the patient’s status from outpatient to inpatient, do surgery, medication,
physiotherapy, cognitive behavioural therapy or other forms of treatment.
The treatment may be done in iterations or repeated.
The final step is to evaluate. The treatment may have to be adjusted
to get the right effect. The diagnosis has changed. For example the sever-
ity of asthma may have changed from severe to mild or moderate after the
treatment. Or we have initial set the wrong diagnosis, for example we have
treated a patient for possible asthma, but in fact an object was stuck in the
airways of the patient.
The idea of the workflow model is to describe the process of a clinical








Reassess to update diagnosis
Figure 5.9: The workflow models is a model of the clinical encounter
encounter. When making scenarios for the game, we know in which order the
scenarios should come. The entity model is also connected to the workflow
model. When doing a an assessment and diagnosis, you are looking at the
examination, history and vertices of the entity model, where the diagnosis
vertex answer to what the specific diagnosis is. For doing management and
treatment, you look at the vertices under management in the entity model.
An evaluation will be done by looking at the examination and investigation
vertices to see if the patient has become better. The treatment needs to be
adjusted accordingly to the evaluation. If the evaluation says we can’t do
more for the patient and there’s no need for a follow-up, we exit the workflow
model.
5.5 Metamodeling
In figure 5.10, we make an instance of the entity model. An instance of the
entity model describes an actual patient at one point in the clinical encounter.
For an instance to be valid, the vertices and edges have to correspond to
a part of the model. We demonstrate this by adding dotted arrows in figure
5.10.
In figure 5.10 a patient tells the clinician that he struggles with a wheeze
and a cough. Cough and Wheeze inherit from History in the model. Difficulty
breathing is part of 5.4, but is not represented here as the patient hasn’t
brought up this issue or been asked about it. We see how two inheritances og
History translated in the instance from the model. The Measurement vertex
holds the measurements of the History vertices. A patient with a wheeze and
a cough is diagnosed with asthma, which is shown in the instance.
In figure 5.11 we show a entity instance working together with the work-
flow model. For the assessment, we look at the History and Examination
vertices. For Diagnosis, the DiagnosisName and Severity. Keep in mind that
under Diagnosis, the clinician may do further examinations and questions























Figure 5.10: A model and an instance of the entity model. For a valid instance,
every vertex and edge in the instance has a corresponding vertex and edge in the
model
to the patient to confirm his assumption, or which may cause him to think
about other diagnosis. Management, the asthma is severe so we change the
patient’s status to inpatient by updating the Hospitalization vertex. We also
look at the Medication vertex under Management. We only care about the
medications for now in this example, and not how the medications should
be administered. The Evaluation holds a reference to a new entity instance,
which holds the updated information about the patient’s symptoms. The
clinician needs to act accordingly and adjust the treatment.
5.6 Game model
The game model is not implemented using DPF and MDE like the entity
model and workflow model. However, a MDE game model could be relevant
in future work.
Here we will give a brief explanation of the content of the game model.
It can work as a reference point for the next chapter, where we will discuss
the game elements more thoroughly.
• Category: a CPG is written for a specific medical condition. The quiz
category will be the medical condition, or the name of the CPG the
quiz is written for.
• Discipline: a question is written for a specific step in the clinical
encounter, which the workflow model is an abstraction of. Discipline is
a step in the clinical encounter.
• Level: Is the difficulty level of the question.
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Evaluation:
Refer to entity model E2
to do a new examination







































Figure 5.11: An instance of the workflow model at the bottom, working
together with an instance of the entity model at the top
• Passing condition: a condition the student has to fulfil to pass a
specific difficulty level.
• Required Minimum Skill: a condition the student has to fulfil to
be able to play questions at a specific difficulty level.
• Entity Instance: a pointer to an instance of an entity graph. It is
used together with a template to generate text.
• Question: a pointer to a template model. By using a template model,
we can reuse templates on many entity instances.
• Alternative: or distraction. It is one of the answer alternatives for a
question.
• Reward: a reward or penalty is given based on the correctness of the
distraction. A distraction can be degrees of right or wrong, which is
reflected by the reward.
The game model is paired with a template model. By separating the tem-
plate into its own model, we can reuse the same template for many questions.
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• Narrative: template which represents a question. The template con-
tains tags which points to vertices in an entity graph. When the tem-
plate is paired with an instance of such a graph, it will produce a tex-
tual presentation of a question. The same template can be used with
different instances of entity graphs to make many different questions.
• Answer key: is a tag which points to a vertex in the entity graph.
When paired with an instance of the entity graph, it will produce a
textual presentation of the answer key. The answer key can be used
with many different entity graph instances.
• Explanation: this is the answer key explanation to a narrative/ques-
tion. It gives an description of how to solve the problem and what is
the correct answer.
• Evidence and Guideline: these are not implemented yet, but are
place-holders for future functionality. The evidence is the strength of
the evidence the recommendations in the guideline. The guideline is
a pointer to the guideline itself. Such that that the student can read
the guideline itself when he is stuck on a question or need further
explanation. This will hopefully enforce learning.
5.7 Student learning model
The student learning model keeps track of the student’s scores at different
quizzes. It is based on the principles of learning map and student map, which
can be read about in the next chapter about game elements. By using such a
model, we can adapt the questions to the right difficulty level for the student.
We can also keep track of his progression
5.8 Summary
In this chapter we have discussed the entity-, workflow-, game- and student
learning models. We have been especially thorough with the two first models,
which are developed using MDE and DPF. In MDE it is the models which
drives the development process, and DPF is an approach to MDE where the
models are represented as a graph with a set of constraints.
In the entity model, we modelled the patient, the symptoms the clinician
might find under examination and by the history the patient or parents give.
We modelled the diagnosis, and how the clinicians manage thee medical con-
dition of the patient. The clinician may admit the patient into the hospital,
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treat with medications and give some advise on how the patient or parents
should manage the medical condition of the patient.
A workflow model which is the workflow of the clinical encounter.
We do an example where we make instances of the entity model my
metamodelling. Then we instantiates the entity model together with the
workflow model, to see how they work together. Describing the patient,
the condition, symptoms and the management through the whole clinical
encounter. Through assessment and diagnosis to management and treatment
to evaluation.
We gave a brief explanation of the elements in the game model, and the
concept of the student learning model.
Chapter 6
Game Elements
In this chapter we will try to relate the sections to the conceptual managers in
the game engine. The reason for doing this is to easier identify and describe
the different responsibilites the game engine has:
• Question flow manager: adapts the questions to the knowledge level
of the student, and is flexible such that the student can choose his own
path through the completion of each difficulty level.
• Conversation manager: puts the questions with belonging answer
elements in a sequence such that they fit to a scenario, using the work-
flow model. The conversation manager produces questions and answer
keys from a template, in which the entity model is used to fill in data
for the place holders in the template.
• User manager: keeps track of the user’s skill, based on the perfor-
mance on previous quizzes. It holds track of the scores on the current
quiz, and it measures the user’s progression.
6.1 Question Flow Manager
As each question in a quiz are related to a certain component in the treatment
plan or theme in the learning map, the student will be measured how well
he performs on each of these themes. For the asthma guideline (Republic of
Kenya 2016), we have identified four themes. Assessment where the student
will be tested in the initial examination. Diagnosis, where the student will
determine a diagnosis as well as the severity. Management, where the student
will determine which actions should be done to treat and best give the best
care to the patient. The last discipline is the follow-up, where the student
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will be tested in evaluating the treatment, give advise to and educate patient
and caregivers, provide the right medication and regular follow-up.
By splitting up the score in themes, the student can easily see which areas
he is strong and where he needs more training.
We can also adapt the questions in each discipline to the student’s level.
If the student has proven to be very good in providing the right amount of
medicine to asthma patient, we can provide more difficult questions to chal-
lenge the student some more. If he struggles at setting the right diagnose, we
can provide more basic questions to strengthen the students basic knowledge.
The student will also be provided with a total score, which will be the
aggregated score of each of the disciplines. The student can compare the
total score of e.g. the asthma quiz and the jaundice quiz, and see which
medical condition he needs to train more on.
6.1.1 Dynamic Content Management
The game engine is based on some of the concepts presented in the articles
of Eide, Kristensen, and Lamo (2008), Kristensen (2011) and Kristensen,
Bech, and Dyngeland (2013). The motivation for using DCM, is to support
the principles of adaptive learning as well as flexibility in the learning pro-
cess. Adaptive learning means that the student can solve problems which
are suited to his knowledge level. Flexibility in the sense that the student
can go through the learning content in many different ways.
Eide, Kristensen, and Lamo (2008) presents a dynamic content manage-
ment system (DCM) made for e-learning. In DCM the focus is on removing
the tight coupling between the learning material and the teaching course.
By analysing the learning material and course, they can define conceptual
atomic units of knowledge which they put into a knowledge repository. From
this repository they may draw knowledge elements and organize into the hi-
erarchy of a course. To model a course they use concept maps, which are
directed graphs, where the vertices are concept labels and edges indicates
the relationships between vertices. DCM operates with three concept maps:
knowledge map, learning map and student map. The knowledge map is used
to model the entire content of the knowledge repository and the hierarchy
structure of a course. A learning map is used to model a specific course and
is a representation of the learning process. The content units (vertices) in the
knowledge map gets expanded, and becomes evaluation and resource vertices
in the learning map. Content units from the knowledge map can be omitted
if they are not needed in the specific course. Detailed prerequisites can be
specified for the content units. The student map represents the progress of
a specific student taking a specific course. The edges shows which resources
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he has used, the evaluations of the student and in which order.
When we apply this to our project, we will first decouple the content
from the flow-chart of the paediatric possible asthma guideline (Republic of
Kenya 2016). To decouple the flow-chart, we use the workflow model as a
helping tool, ordering on how they should learn the clinical guideline. In fig-
ure 6.1 we have identified knowledge elements and hierarchically structured
the knowledge repository into a knowledge map. The edges shows the de-
pendencies in the learning process. To learn how to evaluate a treatment
and act accordingly to the evaluation, the student needs to know something
about how to set a diagnosis and how to initially treat it. Hence there is an





Figure 6.1: Knowledge map
In table 6.1 we have chosen a knowledge element from the knowledge
map, and defined a content unit. The content unit contains a theme ”As-
sessment”. Resources is the learning material, which are relevant sections of
the guideline. Evaluations are the tests to see if the student has reached the
learning goals. At level 1 we try to learn facts about the guideline. In level
2 and 3 we give the student scenarios to work with.
T1: Assessment
Resources Evaluations Aspects
R1: History and examination
sections in the possible asthma
guideline (Republic of Kenya
2016)
E1: Quiz Level 1 Facts
E2: Quiz Level 2 Scenario
E3: Quiz Level 3 Scenario
Table 6.1: The content unit Assessment
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In figure 6.2 we have identified four content units T1: Assessment, T2:
Diagnosis, T3: Management and T4: Follow-up from the knowledge map.
The importance of these content units in the asthma guideline (Republic
of Kenya 2016) was the reason these four got selected. The hierarchically
structure of the knowledge map, makes the child nodes of the content units
become learning material for their parent nodes.
Inside the content units in the learning map, we see the relationships
between resources and evaluation. There is also dependencies between the
content units. To be able to do a follow-up, a student needs to learn the as-
sessment, diagnosis and management first, because follow-up is an evaluation
and reaction to how the patient responded to the previous steps. We have
also specified the prerequisites for each evaluation. The prerequisites are
written as logical expressions, as seven edges and operators per content unit
would be confusing to read. What the prerequisites says is that all level 1
evaluations need to be completed before any level 2 evaluation can be taken.






























E3: Quiz Level 3
E2: Quiz Level 2
R1: Advise
    Hozpitalization,
    Medication
E1: Quiz Level 1
E2: Quiz Level 2
E3: Quiz Level 3
E1: Quiz Level 1
E2: Quiz Level 2
E3: Quiz Level 3
R1: Examination, 
    History
E3: Quiz Level 3
E2: Quiz Level 2
E1: Quiz Level 1
T4: Follow-up
R1: Hozpitalization,
    Medication
R1: Examination, 
    History
T3: Management
T2: DiagnosisT1: Assessment
Figure 6.2: Learning map
A student map would show the progressions for one specific student, and
the path he has taken and the scores for each evaluation. Table 6.2 shows a
student’s student map for the Assessment part of the course. He got the score
34 on the first evaluation. 34 matches the passing condition for assessment
level 1, so he got a passing grade for that test. However, he scored 43 points
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on evaluation 2 and didn’t meet the passing condition for that test. He has
no attempts for evaluation 3, as he doesn’t meet the prerequisites for that
test. The tests which have been completed are stored in the database on
the students phone. In that sense, the database shows the student’s current
position in the learning map.
T1: Assessment
Resources Evaluations Passed





Table 6.2: Student Map T1:Assessment
6.1.2 Types of questions
We can further identify which kind of questions we are going to ask, by further
examining the entity model and the workflow model combined. When we are
doing an assessment in the workflow model, we are looking at the examination
and history vertices of the entity graph. History is what the patient or the
patient’s dependent can tell around the patient’s condition. Such that he has
been coughing a lot the last days. Examination and history will provide the
clinician with an idea of a diagnosis.
Diagnosis in the workflow model is connected to the history, examination
and investigation. The clinician will continue asking questions, do exami-
nations and probably order some tests to strengthen his assumption of the
diagnosis. The clinician can also set a more specific diagnosis, such as in the
asthma guideline (Republic of Kenya 2016), where we categorize in severe,
mild and moderate asthma.
Management is how we manage the patient with the given diagnosis. Hos-
pitalization is if we are going to set patient status to inpatient or outpatient.
Medication is given to treat the patient or relieve the symptoms. Surgery
is not part of the asthma guideline (Republic of Kenya 2016), but it is im-
portant to be aware that management procedures needs to be added when
making quizzes for other conditions than asthma.
Follow-up will contain questions related how to evaluate the treatment
and how to act upon the evaluation. The symptoms of the patient may
have worsen, getting better or are unchanged after the treatment, and the
clinician needs to act accordingly. The treatment may have been given at
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the hospital or it may have been something the patient have had to do at
home. The patient may also get some instructions from the clinician when
there is something he should do on his own.
EvaluationMedicationHostpitalizationSurgeryExamination History InvestigationHistoryExamination
Follow-upManagementDiagnosisAssessment
Figure 6.3: By looking at the workflow- and entity models we can identify the
type of questions for each content unit in the knowledge map. The content units
are the parent nodes, while the leaves are the type of questions
As the student learns, the questions need to adapt to the student’s new
level of knowledge. How we do this is by defining levels, where the questions
becomes more detailed at higher levels. At level 1 the questions are all about
stating facts. In level 2, we create scenarios such that we follow one patient
through all of the steps assessment, diagnosis, management and follow-up.
The same for level 3, but the detail level will be higher. Typically the student
will only be asked for categories of medication in level 2, but in level 3 the
students needs to be specific about the names of the medication as well as
measurements for both dosages and symptoms. See table 6.3.
Level Assessment Diagnosis Management Follow-up
1 Factual Factual Factual -










Table 6.3: The type of questions at each difficulty level
6.1.3 Unlocking harder levels at a certain category
One of the strengths with Dynamic Content Management is the focus on
adaptive learning and flexible learning (Eide, Kristensen, and Lamo 2008).
By adaptive learning, we mean that the student can solve problems which
are suited for his knowledge level. While flexible learning means that the
student can go through the learning material in the way he prefers, as long
as the knowledge dependencies are met.
For the adaptability we have already covered how we progress from fac-
tual statements to scenarios and the scenarios with a higher ability to make
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the questions more difficult. For the flexibility we have divided the content
into knowledge units: assessment, diagnosis, management and follow-up. It
doesn’t matter which of assessment, diagnosis and management the student
finishes first.
The evaluations in each content unit has passing conditions. As an ex-
ample; to complete assessment level 1, you need a score of 30 in assessment.
These passing conditions are provided by the quiz author. We also recall
that to unlock questions, such as management level 2, there are certain pre-
requisites that need to be fulfilled. In this example, all evaluations in level 1
need to be completed to unlock any level 2 questions. The flexibility is that
it doesn’t matter the order of level 1 evaluations the student finishes first, as
long as all of them are finished.
To avoid that the student gets bored, he will not have to redo an evalua-
tion once the passing condition is met. That means that if the student meets
the passing condition of level 1 assessment and diagnosis, but not manage-
ment, the student will only get questions from management level 1 the next
time he takes the quiz. This makes a challenge for the scenarios. All scenario
questions must be formed in a way, such that the student doesn’t have to
remember information from one question to another. All the necessary infor-
mation should be listed in every scenario question. In that way the student
won’t miss important information if he completes diagnosis in a run before
management and follow-up.
Each evaluation also has a minimum required skill value. If the student
gets a lower score than the required minimum skill, the evaluation gets locked
and the student needs to complete the evaluation at lower level. An example
is that the student plays management level 2. He completes the evaluation
with a lower score than the required minimum skill. The student will have
to redo management level 1 evaluation to learn the basic skills necessary to
play level 2. When this situation happens, the student no longer meets the
prerequisite for the other level 2 evaluations. Level 1 management needs to
be completed before any level 2 evaluations can be taken.
6.2 Conversation Manager
6.2.1 Constructing scenarios and answer keys
A quiz consists of several questions, where each question has answer keys
and distractions. At level 1 these questions will be factual, and in level 2
and 3 we will work with scenarios. We write the questions in the format of
a template, where we use tags to refer to variables in the entity model. The
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tag is a path in the entity graph. The game engine will traverse through the
graph and return the value of the vertex specified by the path. The entity
graph represents a patient at a certain point in the assessment or treatment.
By replacing the entity graph, we can reuse the same template with different
patients, generating many different questions with the same template.
The same goes for the answer key. The answer key can be a text, one
or several tags referring to variables in the entity model, or a combination
of both. The application always uses the same entity graph for the scenario
and the answer key. When the application traverses entity graph, the answer
key and the question given always matches as they are the same patient at
the same given time.
One of the problems we encountered with this method, was how to present
the variables returned by the graph in a text. As an example, we can look
at some of the symptoms of asthma and their type.
• Wheeze is a whistling sound when you breath. In the model it is
represented as a boolean. True or false. Either you have it or you
don’t.
• Age is relevant several places in the guideline. In the model it is stored
as an integer.
• AVPU is a scale system, which clinician use to measure a patient’s level
of conciousness. A is alert. V, the patient is verbal which means he can
somehow respond to questions. P, the patient responds to pain. The
patient will react if you pinch him. U is unresponsive or unconscious.
He doesn’t respond to either voice or pain. The AVPU is represented
in the model as an enumerate.
• Severity classifies the asthma severity to be either severe, model or
















Figure 6.4: The patient object used with the template
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Question :
A <%Pat ient . hasAge . Age%> months o ld pa t i en t a r r i v e s at
the emergency department .
The pa t i en t has a
<%Pat ient . underGoesExamination . Wheeze%>,
has conc i ou sne s s l e v e l
<%Pat ient . undergoesExamination . Consc iousness%>
and has an oxygen s a t u r a t i o n o f
<%Pat ient . undergoesExamination . Oxygen−Saturat ion%>%.
What i s the asthma s e v e r i t y ?
Listing 6.1: Question template
Answer key :
<%Pat ient . hasDiagnos i s . Diagnos i s . ha sSeve r i ty . S eve r i t y%>
Listing 6.2: Answer key template
This translates to
Question :
A 24 months o ld pa t i en t a r r i v e s at the emergency
department .
The pa t i en t has a true ,
has conc i ou sne s s l e v e l V
and has an oxygen s a t u r a t i o n o f 80%.
What i s the asthma s e v e r i t y ?
Listing 6.3: Question instantiation
Answer key :
Severe
Listing 6.4: Answer key template
We see that the template author needs to be aware of how the variables
will be printed. Here he knows that the model will just return an integer for
the oxygen saturation. He writes a descriptive text of the value first, and
then adds a percentage after the variable. The severity gets nicely printed
as answer key.
The problem is the boolean for wheeze, which prints a ”true”. It really
should have printed ”wheeze”. We solved the presentation of consciousness
in the same way as we did with oxygen saturation. However, it could be
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nicer to write ”responds to pain”, rather than just ”V”. When the child 12
months or older, it is often easier to read if we can present the age in years.
Another problem arrives when we replace the entity graph with another,
where some of the examinations haven’t been done. In traditional model
driven engineering, we use something called the closed world assumption
(Sadowska and Huzar 2019). If a node doesn’t exist, we say the value is false.
But how can we say that patient doesn’t have wheeze when we haven’t exam-
ined? In open world assumption a none-existing vertex is ”unknown” (Patel-
Schneider and Horrocks 2006) (Bergman 2018), and this strategy seems more
correct for our scenario. If the vertex doesn’t exist, we simply return an
empty string. This further motivates us to remove the variable specific text
from the template, as we don’t want text representation for a variable we
don’t present. Example when consciousness and oxygen saturation haven’t
been examined:
Question :
A 24 months o ld pa t i en t a r r i v e s at the emergency
department .
The pa t i en t has a true , has conc i ou sne s s l e v e l
and has an oxygen s a t u r a t i o n o f %.
What i s the asthma s e v e r i t y ?
Listing 6.5: Question instantiation
How we solved the problem was to add a textual presentation vertex to
each of the vertices in the graph referred to by the template. If there exist a
presentation for the vertex, return the presentation. If there doesn’t exist a
presentation, simply return the variable.
and has an oxygen 
saturation of 80%
80%Oxygen-SaturationBen











Figure 6.5: Making graph variables fit a story format
A <%Pat ient . hasAge . Age%> old pa t i en t a r r i v e s at
the emergency department .
The pa t i en t <%Pat ient . underGoesExamination . Wheeze%>







Figure 6.6: Making graph variables fit a story format
<%Pat ient . undergoesExamination . Consc iousness%>
<%Pat ient . undergoesExamination . Oxygen−Saturat ion%>.
What i s the asthma s e v e r i t y ?
Listing 6.6: Question template
Which translates to
A 2 year o ld pa t i en t a r r i v e s at the
emergency department .
The pa t i en t has a wheeze , i s ve rba l but not a l e r t
and has an oxygen s a t u r a t i o n o f 80%.
What i s the asthma s e v e r i t y ?
Listing 6.7: Question instantiation
This also works with the open world assumption, as a patient which
haven’t undergone consciousness and oxygen saturation examinations, would
result in the following text:
A 2 year o ld pa t i en t a r r i v e s at the emergency
department .
The pa t i en t has a wheeze .
What i s the asthma s e v e r i t y ?
Listing 6.8: Question instantiation
For future work, the commas and ”and” should not be in the presentation
vertex. This becomes a limitation where the variable can only be used in a
list and has to be in a specific place in the list. The solution would be to
have a list tag in the template, and have all the paths inside that tag. Then
the game engine can see how many of the list items are in the graph, and
can set the commas and ”and” at the appropriate places.
In figure 6.7 we show how the entity-, workflow and game models work
together to make a scenario. Because of limited space, we don’t show the
presentation vertices in the entity graph. We also combined entity graph E1
and E2 in the presentation, where E2 gets and additional medication vertex
marked with red.
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24
Ipratropium bromide
You diagnose the patient
with severe asthma and 
admit him into the hospital. 




You have given initial 
treatment for severe
asthma, but the patient
responds poorly. Which




You suspect that the patient
is suffering from an asthma
attack and finds that
he is verbal but not alert 
and has an oxygen saturation
of 80%. What is the severity 
level of asthma?
Answer key: Severe
A 24 months old patient
arrives at the emercgency 
department. What symptoms
should you look for 




Refer to entity model E2
to do a new examination












is verbal but not


































Figure 6.7: The entity- workflow- and game models working together to
produce a scenario, taking the patient through the steps of a clinical encounter.
Note that these are two entity graphs E1 and E2, where E2 gets updated with an
additional red vertex Ipratopium bromide. This illustrates a patient which
doesn’t respond to the initial treatment, and then gets treated with ipratopium
bromide
6.2.2 Multiple-try feedback
The quiz uses a concept which is called multiple-try feedback (MTC). That
means for every question the student gets more than one attempt to get
the answer right. A feedback will be given immediately after each answer
is submitted. The feedback consists of a message which tells whether the
answer is correct or wrong. If the answer is correct, the user will receive
”correct” and an explanation of the answer. If the answer is wrong, there
will be no hints or explanations than just ”incorrect”.
The point of doing MTC, is to make the student think over what was
wrong with his first answer. Did the student misinterpreter the question?




























MTH Yes Yes Yes
Table 6.4: Overview over different quiz concepts
Was there a detail he missed? Does the student lack the knowledge or was
he just sloppy in his first attempt?
Clariana and Koul (2006) did a study where they divided 82 students
into five groups. DF-, KCR, MTC and two control groups. The first control
group got a text and a question at the end. The second control group got
a text, but there were no question given. After 5 days,post-test was held to
see what the students had learned and remembered. The post-test questions
were either identical to the questions in the learning material, transposed
where the order of the stem of the question and the correct-response gets
reversed, paraphrased where post-test questions had the identical content
as the learning material, but the phrasing was different and used different
words, and a combination of transpose and paraphrasing. The results showed
that DF and KCR groups performed better on identical, transposed and
paraphrased-transposed questions. MTC performed better on paraphrased
questions. The conclusion was that DF and KCR was much better methods
for remembering the learning material word for word, but MTC was better
when you have to think and reason about what you have learned.
Attali (2015) further did a did a study on NF, KCR, MTC and MTH
using open ended and multiple choice questions on mathematical problems.
They showed that solving an open ended question rather than multiple choice
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was a more efficient way to learn. The learning outcome was the same for
the students using NF and KCR. However the learning transfer was greater
when using multiple-try (MTC), and even more so when getting a hint on
incorrect answer (MTH). They explained the results effortfull and mindful
problem solving. In a multiple-try feedback, the user will have to reflect on
their errors, re-evaluate the problem and understand the initial error. An
open ended question will also require more effort of the student, as they
have to generate a an answer rather than selecting from alternatives. On the
combination of multiple-try and multiple-choice, it was suggested that some
users might be less likely to review their incorrect answer and mindlessly
clicking on another alternative.
According to Morrison et al. (1995), students which perform badly on
answer until correct questions, will often become frustrated, loose interest
for reviewing the material and probably depress learning.
As thinking and reasoning about a diagnosis, treatment plan, evaluation
and follow-up of a treatment is part of a medical procedure, we believe that
multiple-try feedback is the right approach. Because of the nature of a mobile
app, where gestures are more convenient than typing sentences, multiple-
choice seems to be the right choice even, though open ended questions has
proven better results in. There’s also a technical problem with evaluating
free typed sentences.
Some of the questions in the app are too simple for a hint to be meaning-
ful.Example: ”the symptoms for asthma is” and the answer can be ”cough
and wheeze”. Where hinting ”cough”, would be giving away the answer,
especially in a multiple-choice format. However, the data model supports
hints as links to external learning material. E.g. the student could look for
the answer in the guideline itself.
We solved the ”answer until correct”-problem described by Morrison et
al. (1995), by having a ”read more” button displayed upon incorrect answer.
The ”read more”-button will display the correct answer, an explanation and
continue to the next question. Avoiding the user becoming frustrated and
discouraged by having to brute-force the answer keys to progress.
6.2.3 Reward system
By having multiple-try feedback, another problem rises, and that is the re-
ward system. If there is no penalty for incorrect answers, a student which
needs ten attempts per questions, will get the same score as a student which
answers all the questions correctly on the first attempt.
Attali (2015) solved the problem by giving 1 point for answering correctly
on the first attempt. 2/3 points for the second attempt, 1/3 for the third and
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0 points if the third attempt was incorrect. A limitation with this method
is that it makes no sense for the student to make more than three attempts.
Morrison et al. (1995) had another strategy where they adjust the scores by
dividing the total score by the total number of attempts during the quiz.
A consequence is that attempt number two will have a huge penalty which
is halving the students total score. While attempt number twenty will give
a very small penalty from attempt nineteen. A method to dampen this
effect could be dividing the total score by the sum of reviews and number of
questions. Another method could be taken the square root of the question
reward for every attempt the student has on that question.
The solution we used was having a fixed value for every answer alternative.
The quiz author chooses the penalty for each distraction and reward for each
answer key. The idea is that the distractions can have some sort of degree
of wrong or right, and this can be reflected in the scoring. On the question
”what are the symptoms of asthma?”, ”difficulty breathing” is a more correct
answer than ”fever”, as ”difficulty breathing” is a symptom of asthma in
combination with wheeze. Fever is not an asthma symptom at all. In future
work, the penalties can be automated as you can see from the entity model
whether the symptom belongs to the asthma guideline or not. A distraction
from respiratory disorders may give a larger penalty than a distraction from
the asthma guideline, but smaller penalty than symptoms not belonging to
respiratory diseases.
Both Attali (2015) and Morrison et al. (1995) avoids the scenario where
the user gets a total minus score. This may be a strength of these meth-
ods, as a negative total score seems like a very harsh feedback and might
demotivate the student. In our solution we use negative numbers as penal-
ties on distractions, such that a negative total score may happen. We try
to limit the likelihood of a negative score by providing a very high reward
for a correct answer and a very small penalty for a distraction. Typically
the reward is 10 points and the penalty -1 og -2 points. The intention is to
encourage the student to review the incorrect answer and try again. As the
format is multiple-choice and the penalty-reward ratio, there is a little risk
involved trying multiple times. But giving up by clicking ”learn more”, the
student will not get an additional penalty, but will miss out on the reward.
By clicking answer alternatives mindlessly and consequently clicking ”learn
more” will probably not end up in a negative score, but is more likely to end
up in a negative score than mindlessly click answer alternatives until correct.
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6.3 User manager
The user manager stores the scores of previously played quizzes on the stu-
dent’s game. By fetching the last played game for a specific quiz, it knows the
student’s current knowledge level. The stored scores represents the student
map, and also shows the student’s current position in the learning map. By
analyzing the student map, we can see the student’s progressions.
The user manager will also keep track of the scores during a quiz game.
At the end of the game, the user can be notified if he got demoted to an
easier level, promoted to play more difficult content or show the student how
close he is to complete the current difficulty level.
6.3.1 Visualization of game statistics
The student needs some feedback, where he is in the learning map, how close
he is to pass an evaluation, how close he is to progress to the next level and
in the case where he gets relegated to an easier difficulty level.
The scores for the evaluations can be shown as bars in a graph, and the
passing conditions as a line. When the bars reaches or passes the line, the
student knows that the he has met the passing condition for the evaluation
at that level. This can also work as a motivation for the student, as he sees
that he gets closer and closer to the passing condition as he learns he more
and performs better.
To visualizing where the student is in the learning map, has been solved
by showing the learning map in almost a table format. Colour combinations
shows which evaluations have been unlocked, which are locked and which
are the current ones the student plays. Red and green indicates whether a
student gets relegated from a level or whether he progresses to the next level.
6.4 Conceptual model of how all the classes
are connected in Game Engine
The conceptual model of the game engine is shown in figure 6.8. Category
is a quiz game for a certain CPG, such as the paediatric possible asthma
guideline (Republic of Kenya 2016). Each of these quiz categories are di-
vided into several disciplines. Disciplines are themes in knowledge units,
which we identified using DCM (dynamic content management). Each of
these knowledge units contain evaluations at different difficulty levels. These
evaluations are collections of questions, which contain a collection of multiple
choice questions and answer elements.
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The quiz data are read from JSON-files, which are produced by a con-
tent author. The quiz author defines a quiz for a specific CPG. He identifies
themes for content units, which contains evaluations with varying difficulty
levels. The questions are written in a template format, which we have al-
ready covered. The templates contain tags, which refer to vertices in the
entity graph, representing a given patient. The answer key is also such a
tag, referring to one or more vertices in the entity graph. When the quiz
is initialized, the tags will be replaced with values from the entity graph.
The content author will write answer alternatives for each question, where
he specifies a reward (or penalty) for each of the answer alternatives. An
answer alternative which matches the answer key value in the entity graph
will represent the correct answer. The content author needs to know what is
in the entity graph to be able to provide meaningful rewards.
The student skills is the scores from the last played game, and is fetched
from the database on the student’s phone. The allowed- and unallowed levels
are calculated from the student skills and the requiredMinSkill for each level.
Unallowed levels are levels that the student can’t play and are locked for the
student, as the student’s score is lower than the required minimum skill.
A new instance of skill will be created when the student starts a new
game. This instance will hold the scores for the current game, and will be
stored to the phone’s database once the game has been completed. This




































Figure 6.8: Conceptual model for the game elements
One problem with the conceptual model is that it is somewhat complex.
Once we have determined which levels we should pick questions from and we
have generated the questions, we really don’t need the structure. Especially
when playing scenarios, it is nice to just go through an ordered array, instead
of dealing with ”now I’ve played the third question of level 2 diagnosis, the
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next question in this scenario is the third question in level 2 management,
unless I’ve already completed level 2 management in the previous run of the
game. Then the next question is follow-up instead”. We rather deal with
the problem at the initialization phase and just go through the array when
playing the game. A solutions is to implement the façade pattern (Gamma
et al. 1994), such that other parts of the system can use the game engine,






















Figure 6.9: Façade pattern hides the complexity of the game engine and makes
it easier for other parts of the system to use it
6.5 Summary
The chapter is structured after the conceptual training managers in the game
engine. Question flow manager, conversation manager and the user manager.
The question flow manager uses the Dynamic Content Manager (DCM)
to make the questions adaptable to the student’s knowledge level and flexible
such that the student can choose his own path through the learning content.
We used the workflow model as a base, to categorize the learning material,
and we identified knowledge dependencies between them, making a knowl-
edge map. We saw how we could make three difficulty levels by adjusting
the detail level of the questions, by going from factual questions, to scenarios
and then detailed scenarios.
The conversation manager made textual questions by using instances of
the entity model and templates. Tags in the template pointed to vertices
in the entity model, such that we could produce many questions with one
template, pairing it with different instances of the entity model. However,
the entity model had to be expanded with presentation vertices as the data
types couldn’t be directly parsed into a textual presentation.
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Further we argued why we wanted to use multiple-try questions with
feedback. The student can try as many times as he wants to get the answer
correct. The idea is that the student has to revise the question and reflect
on why the question was wrong and how can he correct it. We also described
the reward system, which will fit the multiple-try approach. A student with
ten attempts should get a lower score than a student which answers correctly
on the first attempt.
We then described a conceptual and technical model of how all the classes
are connected in the game engine.
Chapter 7
Application Walkthrough
In this chapter we will now go through the application, by playing a level
2 scenario. Then we will discuss the game elements, the user interface and
the technologies that have been used for the implementation. Whenever it is
necessary to clarify technical aspects, we will go deeper into the implemen-
tation.
7.1 Application walkthrough at level 2
The application is written in JavaScript, using the mobile application frame-
work React Native (React Native · A framework for building native apps
using React). The intention of using such a framework, is in the future to
make iOS and UWP versions, without having to rewrite the entire applica-
tion. As React Native uses the React web framework (React – A JavaScript
library for building user interfaces), JavaScript, and that we can decouple
some of the data management logic through Redux (Redux · A Predictable
State Container for JS Apps), allows us to reuse a lot of the code if we later
want to make a web version at a later point.
When the student first starts the application, he will presented with the
screen in figure 7.1. The Game Engine will keep track of which quizzes
we have installed, and displays them here. At a later point we can make
knowledge dependencies, where a user have to complete basic courses like
prescribing oxygen (Republic of Kenya 2016) and antibiotics administration
(Republic of Kenya 2016), before the paediatric possible asthma guideline
(Republic of Kenya 2016) can be played. This is theory from Dynamic Con-
tent Management (Eide, Kristensen, and Lamo 2008).
In 7.2 we get presented with the learning map from Dynamic Content
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Figure 7.1: The entry screen where the student can choose between playing
different quiz categories
Management (Eide, Kristensen, and Lamo 2008), and the student’s position
in the learning map. The boxes with the green background indicates the
student’s current position and which levels he will get questions from. The
other background colours indicates which levels have been completed and
which levels are uncompleted and locked.
The student’s position in the learning map is fetched from the database
on the student’s phone, and gets updated every time the student completes
a quiz for this category. The database calls are asynchronously and loosely
coupled using redux thunk (reduxjs/redux-thunk: Thunk middleware for Re-
dux ), such that the web version would replace the database related functions
with fetch related functions to for example do REST calls to a REST service.
In the header we see a back arrow. This is React Native Navigation (Home
- React Native Navigation - truly native navigation for iOS and Android)
which handles the navigation in the application, which makes it possible to
click the arrow to go back and choose another quiz to play instead. This fulfils
”Provide Clearly Marked Exits”, which is one of the usability heuristics for
user interface design given by Jakob Nielsen and Rolv Molich (Molich and
Nielsen 1990).
In 7.3 we are presented with a multiple choice question. The question is
in the form of a scenario, where we go through the workflow model, where
the first step is the assessment.
The Game Engine holds a template and a reference to the entity instance
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Figure 7.2: The student is shown his position in the learning map. Completed,
active and locked levels have all different colours
graph which is being used with this template. The template contains tags
which refers to vertices in the entity graph. The entity instance graph holds
textual presentation of each vertex which is being printed into the template,
which results in a neat and coherent text.
The Game Engine an answer key, which is a tag pointing to one or more
vertices in the entity instances. The Game Engine also holds hard coded
distractions, where one of them matches the vertex/vertices which the answer
key points to. Points and penalties are specified for each of the distractions
in the Game Engine.
Here the student answers correctly, is awarded points and is being pre-
sented with an answer key explanation. The Game Engine holds the answer
key explanation together with the question.
The student can click on ”next” any time he is ready to proceed to the
next question.
In figure 7.4 we continue to the next step in the workflow model, the diag-
nosis. Here the student will be provided with symptoms which will determine
the severity of the asthma.
In figure 7.5, the student gets a question from the management part of the
workflow model. Management can be admitting the patient to the hospital,
medication administration or advise.
In figure 7.6, the patient has been through the initial treatment, and the
student is asked on how to follow up the patient. Here the textbox in the
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Figure 7.3: The first question is an assessment question. Here answered
correctly and an answer key explanation is given
Figure 7.4: The second question is for diagnosis
screenshot is a bit small for the text, but the student has the possibility to
scroll inside the textbox. The question is what is the maximum of days the
patient can be on prednisolone.
Initially the student picks the wrong answer. The application displays a
hint and a feedback, telling the student that this answer was wrong. The
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Figure 7.5: Third question is for management
student is awarded with a penalty in points. As no further information is
given rather than that the previous answer was wrong, the student is given
the possibility to try again. If the student tries again, a wrong answer will
give a further penalty. We have made sure that the penalty is much smaller
than the reward, typically 10-20% of the reward, trying to motivate the
student to revise his answer. The student can try as many times that he
would like, to get the answer correctly and collect the reward.
As we don’t want to force the student to retry until correct, we have the
option ”learn more”. When the student clicks on this button, he will be
presented with the answer key explanation as well as the option to proceed
to the next question. When the student decides to click on ”learn more”, he
will miss out on the reward.
When having answered follow-up, which is the last question in the work-
flow model and the scenario, the student will be presented with his updated
position in the student map in figure 7.7. Brown means previously unlocked
levels. Grey means levels which are still locked and green means levels that
have been unlocked after this game. If the student performs poorly, red boxes
will appear. These boxes indicate that the current level has been locked, and
that the student needs to complete quizzes at lower levels to repeat some of
the more basic guideline content.
The last screen in this game sequence is shown in figure 7.8. The blue
bars show our scores for the questions categorized according to the workflow
model. The scores are for the current game we just played. The red lines
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Figure 7.6: The fourth question is follow up. We answer incorrectly the first
time. The answer key explanation is not shown, and we can choose to revise the
question by clicking ”try again”. If we press ”learn more”, the answer key
explanation is instead shown, and we continue to the next question
show the scores needed to complete each category for the current level.
From the learning map and graph, we see that we completed the current
level of assessment, diagnosis and management. We didn’t complete follow-
up, so the next time we play the asthma quiz we will only get questions
from level 2 follow-up. The reason why the student won’t get questions from
assessment, diagnosis and management, is that we don’t want to bore the
student with continually asking the same questions that we know the student
already knows the answers of.
The idea of the chart is to make the student motivated, when he sees his
progress getting closer and closer to the red requirement line for every time
he plays the asthma quiz at that level. Confirming that he learns more every
time.
We used Highcharts (Interactive JavaScript charts for your webpage —
Highcharts) to display the interactive chart of the game scores and the scores
required to complete each category.
7.2 Summary
In this chapter we go through the mobile application by playing a game at
level 2. We discuss the technologies which have been used, the user interface,
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Figure 7.7: After completing the quiz, we are shown the student’s updated
position in the learning map. The brown background shows levels which has
been completed. Grey is the levels which are still unlocked. Green is that we
have advanced to the next level. A red box would have indicated that we had
performed poorly, the level would have been locked and we have to complete an
easier level before we can play it again
intended user experience, the scoring system and some design choices.
We show the student’s performance in the current game with a chart.
The chart represent the student’s scores in different sections of the clinical
encounter. A red line indicates the passing conditions at that difficulty level.
We see how the application adapts the difficulty to the knowledge pro-
gression of the student, by updating the student’s position in the learning
map.
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Figure 7.8: The bars show our scores for the played game in the different parts




We first evaluate the data models by modelling the paediatric pneumonia
guideline (Republic of Kenya 2016). Then we evaluate the game itself with
two nurses and two medical doctors. In the end of the chapter we will also
discuss our findings in relation to the research questions, and identify some
of the limitations of the entity model.
8.1 Research questions
The research questions for the research project reported in this thesis was
given in section 2.2 at page 6 as follows:
• RQ1: Based on clinical guidelines, how can we define and represent a
generic data structure that can be used to implement applications such
as online guidelines or training games for such guidelines, and where
applications can adapt to the level of their users?
• RQ2: Can the generic data structure in RQ1 be used to generate a
specific data model for another domain such as paediatric asthma?
• RQ3: How can we use the data model in RQ2 to implement a game for
guideline training that can adapt to the level and progression of users?
• RQ4: Is the guideline meta model at an abstraction level such that it
can be used for other guidelines?
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8.2 Evaluations
8.2.1 Evaluation of the models
To evaluate our model, we have decided to model the paediatric pneumonia
guideline (Republic of Kenya 2016). As we have a strict time limitation it is
better for us to evaluate a respiratory condition, as we have already worked
with a respiratory condition in asthma. There is quite a lot of work for
software developers to learn a new clinical guideline, so we save a lot of time
when the concepts are similar.
In figure 8.1 we have modelled the excerpt of the entity model of the
paediatric pneumonia guideline (Republic of Kenya 2016). We have removed
unnecessary vertices such as Investigation and Surgery, as neither the pneu-
monia guideline nor the possible asthma guideline use them. On the Diag-

















Figure 8.1: Only an inheritance on the Diagnosis vertex makes the excerpt of
pneumonia guideline (Republic of Kenya 2016) different from the original excerpt
in figure 5.2
We see that both pneumonia and possible asthma guidelines have a his-
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tory part, figure 8.2, where the patient or dependants can tell something
about the condition of the patient. Both guidelines also have an examina-
tion part, figure 8.3 where the clinician looks for several symptoms. The
symptoms are a bit different from paediatric possible asthma guideline, but
they both have several symptoms in common. Wheeze is something the clin-
ician has to be aware about. If the patient is wheezing, the patient should
















Figure 8.2: The history part of the entity model of paediatric pneumonia







































Figure 8.3: The symptoms need to be adapted to the paediatric pneumonia
guideline (Republic of Kenya 2016) when modelling the examination
The big difference is the diagnostic part, figure 8.4. For the paediatric
possible asthma guideline (Republic of Kenya 2016), there is only one med-
ical condition described. However, for the paediatric pneumonia guideline
(Republic of Kenya 2016) patients with tuberculosis or HIV will receive a
different treatment. We have not modelled the treatment for pneumonia
patients with HIV or tuberculosis as they are separate guidelines. But we
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need to identify such patients and refer to their respective guidelines. The
same goes for asthma. Wheezing patients needs to be identified for asthma
treatment.
To support several conditions, we have used inheritance on the diagno-
sis vertex. A new problem occurs as how should we model tuberculosis, no
tuberculosis and that we don’t know if the patient has tuberculosis? Earlier
on, we used the open world principle for the symptoms. If the vertex doesn’t
exist, we haven’t done the examination for the symptom and we don’t know
if the patient has it or not. The same goes for diagnosis. If the vertex is
not there, we need to clarify if the patient has tuberculosis. To model the
situation where we know that the patient hasn’t tuberculosis, we have intro-
duced the diagnosis ”no tuberculosis”. An alternative solution could be to
introduce an attribute ”status”. The attribute could hold information about
the patient evidently has the condition, evidently don’t have the condition
and if it is not clarified. A fourth status could be if the condition is recurring.

















Figure 8.4: When modelling the Diagnosis of the paediatric pneumonia
guideline (Republic of Kenya 2016), we need to use inheritance to support
differential diagnoses and different treatments when the patient has combinations
of diagnoses
The management part is also quite similar to the paediatric possible
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asthma guideline (Republic of Kenya 2016). The patient and dependants
will be given some advise concerning the medical condition of the patient. If
the pneumonia is severe, or the patient has lower chest wall indrawing and the
patient cannot be reviewed within 48 hours, the patient should be admitted
into the hospital. The medication, figure 8.5, is quite similar to the paedi-
atric possible asthma guideline. For pneumonia there are fewer medications,






































Figure 8.5: The paediatric pneumonia guideline (Republic of Kenya 2016) uses
oxygen and antibiotic treatment, which can be modelled in the same way as
figure 5.6
To evaluate the workflow model in figure 5.9, we do like we did for the
paediatric possible asthma guideline (Republic of Kenya 2016). We see the
guideline in combination with the entity entity and the workflow model. The
paediatric possible asthma guideline (Republic of Kenya 2016) has an assess-
ment part, where we look for patient older than 60 days, cough or difficulty
breathing. If he has those symptoms and does not wheeze, we continue look-
ing for other pneumonia symptoms. In the diagnostic part we strengthen
our assumption of pneumonia, we set the severity of the diagnosis and we
further keep in mind that if the the patient is wheezing he should be given
the asthma treatment. Pneumonia patients with HIV or tuberculosis should
be referred to specific guidelines for those condition combinations (Republic
of Kenya 2016). In the management part, some patients get admitted into
the hospital. The management further has an advise for review within 48
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hours. The patients condition is then evaluated either on the hospital for
admitted patients, or in a review within 48 hours for other patients. We can
conclude with that the workflow model also covers the paediatric pneumonia
guideline (Republic of Kenya 2016).
In figure 8.6 we demonstrate an instance of the entity model working to-
gether with an instance of the workflow model. The patient goes through
assessment, diagnosis, management and evaluation. As the patient has jaun-
dice, he won’t receive penicillin treatment. As the the pneumonia is severe,








Refer to entity model E2
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Figure 8.6: We are showing out entity model working together with the
workflow model for paediatric pneumonia guideline (Republic of Kenya 2016)
After the evaluation, we see that we have modified the entity and work-
flow models to support both pneumonia and asthma in paediatric medicine.
It is likely that further modification and expansion of the entity model is
needed when modelling other CPGs. However, we see that we have iden-
tified reusable elements of the guidelines, and our models can work as a
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stepping stone for guideline formalization standardisation.
8.2.2 Evaluation of the application
The evaluation of the application was done with clinicians. Two medical
doctors and two specialist nurses. Both of the specialist nurses are employees
at the polyclinic for pulmonary diseases at Haukeland University. One of the
nurses is a specialist in sleep apnea, and his master thesis was writing clinical
guidelines for sleep apnea. The other nurse is a specialist in asthma, but in
adult medicine. The two doctors are educated as general practitioner, but
are now working in research.
The evaluation methods were a combination of the cognitive walkthrough
and usability test in controlled environment, with follow-up questions. In
detail what we did was, the nurses would be asked to play the most difficult
level of the game, speak what they are thinking when playing the game and
manoeuvring in the application. The two medical doctors would play the
entire game, from the easiest level and to completing the most difficult one.
By playing all the levels, the doctors would to far greater extent evaluate the
learning model.
Topics to discuss would occur when the clinicians had to think out loud.
The master student would observe and take notes when problems and con-
fusions occurred, or that the clinician expressed emotions such as joy, ex-
citement or disappointment. After the clinicians had played through the
game, the master student would go through a check-list of topics to discuss.
The discussions would be in a semi-structured format, where the check-list
worked as a guide. The discussion with the two nurses would be individually,
while the discussion with the two doctors was done in a small focus group,
consisting of the two medical doctors and the master student.
1. Can the application be a useful learning tool for medical students,
nurses and doctors?
• Nurse1: Very useful indeed. Would be nice to take a test after
a lecture about asthma or after having read about asthma to see
how much I have learnt and remember. A quiz is far more fun
than a check list in paper format. The application is also good for
scalability, as you can train a lot of clinicians without adding any
resources. Also great if a course leader can see the progress or the
level of his students.
• Nurse2: Absolutely useful, and I feel I have learnt a lot by just
doing this quiz. The nurse found the game to be very engaging,
cheering when getting a correct answer.
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• Doctors: For medical doctors, the quiz will be too basic. For
nurse it might be good. For medical students it will be very good,
as it fits with how the students works and how they will be tested
for exams.
2. How is the flow of the questions? Is the idea of scenarios where we
go from assessment, diagnosis, management and follow-up a good ap-
proach?
• Nurse1: Happy with the float and the use of scenarios.
• Nurse2: Very happy with the float, being able to follow the pa-
tient from the start to the end of the treatment.
• Doctors: The categories weren’t very clear. The questions are
floating into each other. One suggestion is to have oxygen and an-
tibiotic administration as own categories. Then you can measure
how well they perform in these categories and ask them to repeat
the basics if they perform poorly.
3. Did we manage to present the important elements of the asthma guide-
line?
• None of the clinicians know the paediatric possible asthma guide-
line (Republic of Kenya 2016) well enough to answer that question.
• Doctors: in Norway they usually look at even more parameter.
Does the patient smoke? Does he have allergies? The use of CRP
to measure the inflammation levels in the body, are just some of
the parameters a clinician in Norway would look at.
4. Is the detail level the element to adjust for the difficulties of questions?
• Nurse1: Yes, but would like to have an even harder level with
more details.
• Nurse2: Yes, it seems like a right approach. The target group of
users is relevant here, that this is meant for the emergency clinic.
• Doctors: Yes, but the detail level of the questions need to be
much harder. One example of going to higher detail level could
be ”what oxygen administration device would you initially use
to a neonate?” to ”administering oxygen using nasal prong to a
neonate doesn’t work. What do you do?”.
In Norway, the patients will visit the hospital with a lot more
variation of illnesses and with a higher frequency of less severe
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diagnoses. Then differential diagnoses gets more important and
to represent a lot more clinical conditions as quizzes. The clini-
cians also work a bit different in Norway. If a patient comes into
the hospital with symptoms of severe asthma, they will usually
just treat and stabilize the really alarming symptoms and not go
through a whole list of treatments.
5. How are the answer key explanations?
•
• Nurse2: I like how the measurements corresponds and are calcu-
lated with the scenario and the patient they are presented with.
The answer key explanations gives relevant answers to the ques-
tions asked.
• Doctors: The answer key explanations are good. We like that
we get an explanation when we answer correctly. We preferred to
try until getting the answer correctly rather than clicking ”learn
more” and proceed to next question. It could be nice to get an ex-
planation why the answer was wrong, but we are rather impatient,
we want to proceed and find the correct answer quickly.
The quality of game questions:
1. The assessment, none of the distractions is a wrong answer. Even
though wheeze is what we are looking for.
2. When asking for salbutamol dosage, it is relevant to know where and in
which stage of the treatment it is being given. Also saying something
about rate or duration can help clarify that.
3. Very nice that we in some questions change the way we ask. Sometimes
we give a diagnosis and asks which symptoms identifies it. Then we
give some symptoms and then ask about the diagnosis.
4. In the assessment part of the scenarios, we tell that clinical encounter
happens at the emergency clinic. But we should find a way to amplify
it even more, as one of the test persons missed that detail.
5. Descriptions such as ”age ¿ 12 months” is hard for clinicians to read.
We should avoid using logical operands.
6. ”Recurrence of asthma” is unclear. Who says that it is recurrent? Is
it recurrent when the patient is in the emergency clinic? Does the
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patient tell that it is recurrent? Is it in the journal? All the clinicians
had commented on the use of recurrence.
7. We have a trick question and we should avoid those. We ask what is
not the right way to administer salbutamol to a patient. The answer is
oral. The clinician thought the right answer could be one of the other
alternatives as an oral version of salbutamol doesn’t exist.
8. We are using history i an imprecise way. History is not only what the
patient or the caregiver tells. The patient can have been visited the
hospital for that symptom earlier or have had it in an earlier point of
time. It may be something from their journal. More detail where and
when the history comes from is needed.
User interface and game experience
1. All the clinicians were very positive to the multiple-try with hint ap-
proach. When they give a wrong answer, they get a new chance to
revise the question and correct their answer.
2. When the clinicians answer a question incorrectly, they are presented
with a ”learn more” button. When they click on this button they get
presented with an answer key explanation. When they click on ”next”
the nurses get very surprised and disappointed that were taken to the
next question and don’t get the chance to get the question right. The
medical doctors were fine with that approach.
Here the specialist in asthma had a very interesting suggestion. When
she clicks on ”learn more”, she want an explanation of why that sug-
gestion was wrong or in which situations that answer would have been
correct. Then she want to try again to collect the reward. She was
noticeably disappointed at the summary when she saw that she was
penalized hard for clicking ”learn more”.
3. The clinicians wanted a link or a button to display the clinical guidelines
in the screen they were presented with the answer key explanation.
Then they can read and learn more.
4. The clinicians noticed that they didn’t have to remember details from
the previous question before they answered the next. That was some-
thing they appreciated.
5. The two doctors didn’t think text questions were the best approach.
They wanted pictures, sound and perhaps short film clips, and the text
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could come as a supplement. A picture with a blue face just lying in
the bed, would be a severe case of asthma indeed, by just observing the
picture. A child sitting and playing while having difficulty breathing
could be a case of mild or moderate asthma. A sound clip of an asthma
patient wheezing or the gurgling sound of a breathing pneumonia pa-
tient could also be helpful. A patient sitting in the bed, getting oxygen
through the nose, would say something about the treatment given and
the evaluation of the patient. Perhaps a film clip where the clinician
tries to talk to the patient. The use of film, pictures and sound would
provide more realistic scenarios to what the clinicians will meet at the
hospital.
6. When having met the passing condition of one of assessment, diagnosis,
management and follow-up, it is a good thing that the passed category
gets excluded from the quiz when replaying the level. This makes the
game less tedious.
7. In the situation where the user performs very poorly and gets demoted
from a difficulty level, an explanation should be shown.
8. The two doctors meant the ”wrong” hint in red when answered a ques-
tion incorrectly was ok. If sugar coating the feedback, the satisfaction
of getting a green ”correct” would have been dampened.
8.2.3 Results
Here we make a brief summary of the results from the evaluation. We want
to verify that we have data models at an abstraction level such that they
can be used to represent other clinical practice guidelines. The models will
be our contribution to the science of health informatics. We want to ensure
that our serious game is a valuable contribution to the medical community.
Contribution to science and to the community are requirements from design
science.
Evaluation of the models We have shown by a practical example how
the entity model can be used to represent the paediatric guideline of pneu-
monia (Republic of Kenya 2016). A requirement was identified and met by
making an abstraction of the Diagnosis in the entity model. This was neces-
sary to support differential diagnosis, and to support treatments which are
dependent on which other diagnoses the patient may have.
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We showed how we could make instantiations of the entity and workflow
models and how they work together to represent a full clinical encounter for
patient suffering from pneumonia.
Evaluation of the application In table 8.1, we have made a brief sum-
mary, where we quantify the evaluation of the game application. The
Questions Positives Negatives
Can the game be a useful learning
tool for
Medical students? 2 0
Nurses? 2 0
Doctors 2
How is the flow of the questions in
scenarios
2 2
Is adjusting the detail level to make
questions more difficulties the right
approach?
4 0
Is the quality and approach answer
key explanations correct?
3
Number of feedbacks about the
quality of quiz questions
1 7
User experience
Wants the possibility to read the guideline
in the game
4 0
Didn’t have to remember details from pre-
vious screen
3 0
Textual questions instead of multimedia 2
Game elements
Multiple-try feedback 4 0
”Learn more” doesn’t give a last attempt
to get the question right
2 2
Learning model 2 0
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8.3 Findings
Here we will relate our findings to the research questions.
RQ1: Based on clinical guidelines, how can we define and represent
a generic data structure that can be used to implement applications
such as online guidelines or training games for such guidelines, and
where applications can adapt to the level of their users? For this
research question, we have proposed four data models. The first two data
models are a domain (entity) model 5.8 and a guideline (workflow) model 5.9.
The domain model represents a patient, his symptoms, medical condition and
what the clinicians do to mange his medical condition. The guideline model
represents the steps in a clinical encounter. When the domain model and
the guideline model work together, we can represent the patient, symptoms,
diagnosis and management of the medical condition for every step through
the clinical encounter. The model allows us to make online guidelines or
training games with specific patients examples through the whole guideline.
We also proposed a student learning model and a game model. By us-
ing Dynamic Content Management (Eide, Kristensen, and Lamo 2008), we
showed how we can split the learning content into content units. Each of these
content units contain learning resources and evaluations at different difficulty
levels. In that sense, the learning content can be adapted to knowledge of
the student. Presenting difficult evaluations in areas where the student is
strong, and easier evaluations where the student is weak.
RQ2: Can the generic data structure in RQ1 be used to generate a
specific data model for another domain such as paediatric asthma?
In figure 5.2, 5.4, 5.5, 5.3 and 5.6, we showed a specific entity model for the
paediatric guideline of possible asthma (Republic of Kenya 2016).
In figure 5.11, we show an instantiation of the specific entity model, work-
ing together with an instantiation of the workflow model. This shows that
also the workflow model can be used for a specific domain.
For the student learning model, game model, entity model and workflow
model, we also did a proof of concept. We developed a serious game which
tested students in the paediatric guideline of possible asthma (Republic of
Kenya 2016). Then the student learning model and the game model got
applied for a specific domain, in this case paediatric possible asthma.
RQ3: How can we use the data model in RQ2 to implement a game
for guideline training that can adapt to the level and progression
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of users? For the student learning model and the game model, we have
applied the Dynamic Content Management (Eide, Kristensen, and Lamo
2008). We have split the learning content into content units to be able to
adapt the learning content to the knowledge level of the student. Then
we identify knowledge dependencies between the content units. When the
student progresses, we can provide more difficult questions, given that the
knowledge dependencies are followed. This ensures that the student has the
basic understanding in relevant subjects to progress.
We make the difficulty level tougher by adding more details to the ques-
tions. Going from factual statements, to scenarios to detailed scenarios.
The adaption to the level and progression of users were demonstrated in
the serious game.
RQ4: Is the guideline meta model at an abstraction level such
that it can be used for other guidelines? In figure 8.1, 8.2, 8.3, 8.4
and 8.5, we demonstrate how the entity model can be used to to represent
the paediatric guideline of pneumonia (Republic of Kenya 2016). However,
the model modifications to be able to support differential diagnoses and the
situation where the treatment depends on which other diagnoses the patient
has.
In figure 8.6 we show an instance of the specific entity model working
with an instantiation of the workflow model. This shows that the workflow
model is at an abstraction level such that it can be used for other guidelines.
The student learning model and game model divides the learning content
into content units based on the workflow model. When the workflow model is
abstract enough to be used the paediatric guideline of pneumonia (Republic
of Kenya 2016), then the student learning model and the game model would
be as well.
8.3.1 Limitations of the entity model
• We can’t ask questions like ”what are the symptoms for severe asthma?”.
The entity model is a model of one specific patient at one stage in the
clinical encounter. To have severe asthma he may only have one of the
symptoms for severe asthma and not all of them.
• It is difficult to ask what NOT to do. If the vertex doesn’t exist, only
an empty string is returned. ”NOT to do” can only be used were we
actually have specified that the action should not be done. An example
is ”don’t admit to the hospital” where we have specified ”no” at the
Hospitalization vertex.
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• The inheritance makes it difficult to generalize some questions. We
can’t make a template which asks about the Rate a (any) medicine
should be taken with. We need to specifically ask for that medicine. To
be able to ask for a general medicine, one solution can be to introduce
a new tag which compares the substring of the type of the vertex.
Another solution is to use the meta model and not the instance model.
In future work we can study GraphQL to see if it can be used as another
alternative to solve this problem.
8.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have evaluated the entity and workflow models by showing
that they can be used to represent other guidelines, such as the paediatric
pneumonia guideline (Republic of Kenya 2016).
We have evaluated the serious game with two nurses and two medical
doctors to ensure that we are delivering value to the medical community.
We have discussed the findings in relation to the research questions, and
we have identified some of the limitations of the entity model.
Chapter 9
Discussions and conclusion
In this chapter we will discuss some interesting topics related to this project
which we think should be addressed as future work. Then, we present some
related work before we draw the final conclusion for this thesis.
9.1 Future work
9.1.1 Automatically generating new questions
One of the main problems with the application is generating entity model
instances used for generating questions. To make one scenario with assess-
ment, diagnosis, management and follow-up, we need at least two instances
of the entity graph. One to show the status of the patient before the treat-
ment, and one after the treatment. As the treatment needs to be evaluated
and the clinician needs to act accordingly. One single entity model can be
several hundreds of lines written in JSON, as there are quite many vertices
and edges to describe, as well as the complexity of the model. This is tedious
work, both because of the complexity, the amount of code lines, but the au-
thor also needs to put a great emphasize on writing the code correctly. The
latter can be solved with an authoring tool.
As so much effort has to be put in typing these instances of entity graphs,
a better way would be to make functionality to automatically generate new
instances. We already have made templates with tags to vertices in the
entity graph. By generating a lot of new entity instances, one template can
be reused to make just as many questions. By looking at the paediatric
possible asthma guideline (Republic of Kenya 2016), we see that there are
described twelve symptoms we can combine in every way we like. Some of
the symptoms also have more possibilities than just true/false. They have
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numerical ranges like pulse rate, breaths per minute and oxygen saturation.
So in fact, we can generate a quite large amount of graph instances and
equally as many questions per template.
The method we suggest for automatically generating such graph instances,
is by introducing constraint checks in DPF. These constraint checks will be
code which ensures that the vertices of the graph follows some predefined
rules. For example, we know that the graph stores a boolean measurement
value for wheeze. A constraint check will ensure that the value we generate
for wheeze will be either true or false. For conciousness we have the enu-
meration values A, V, P and U. And we have value ranges, such as oxygen
saturation and pulse rate. To get reasonable constraints, a domain expert is
needed to define the upper and lower limits a constraint should allow. For
example a pulse rate for an old man shouldn’t be set to 200 beats per minute,
as his maximum pulse rate would be much lower than that.
However, some vertices are dependent on other vertices. For the pae-
diatric guideline of possible asthma (Republic of Kenya 2016), wheeze will
always have to be present to set an asthma diagnosis. For children less
than 12 months, either or both of cough and difficulty breathing needs to be
present in addition to wheeze. For the asthma to be severe, there are at least
one additional symptom which needs to be present.
When the student will be asked for medication dosages, we know that
some drugs may have standard measurements. For example, a medication
we want to administer to patient, is 2.5mg per tablet. Then the dosage
administered to the patient will be something which can be divided by 2.5.
Here the dosages can be 2.5mg, 5mg, 7.5mg and so on.
Some of these constraints can be reused between guidelines. The same
medication can be used for different diseases, as well as a person’s maximum
pulse rate probably will be the same whether he he has asthma or pneumo-
nia. The AVPU-scale is a standard for measuring consciousness. However it
can be tedious to get full constraint coverage, and when the guideline gets
updated, we also need to update the constraints. In cases of not full con-
straint coverage, the entity instance graphs need to be validated by a domain
expert, to see which of the generated instance graphs which can be used or
not. Even though this method relies on a domain expert, it will save us
from a ton of work. Instead of carefully write hundreds of JSON formatted
lines for each graph instance, we can simply approve or disapprove the graph
instances which are valid or invalid. The constraints will also greatly reduce
the noise the domain expert needs to go through.
When we have built up a repository of entity graph instances, we can
use this repository to generate distractions for quiz elements. Randomly
choose distractions from other entity graph instances, which corresponds to
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the answer key tag given by the template. A small penalty can be set on dis-
tractions from the asthma guideline. Medium penalties for distractions from
respiratory diseases. A bit larger penalties for distractions from completely
unrelated guidelines. Then we have automated the quiz scores as well!
9.1.2 Dissemination of guidelines
At one point we want to have a game, where the student can choose be-
tween many different quizzes where he will be tested in different guidelines
for different medical conditions. These guidelines has to be managed from
somewhere. New questions arrives: should all the guidelines be packed with
the game application itself? Or should the student install quizzes for just
the guidelines he is interested in? When there is a change in a clinical prac-
tice guideline. How do we make sure that the clinician trains with the most
recent quiz version?
Our suggestion is that the game comes with a predefined set of quizzes for
the most used guidelines. Then the clinician can install quizzes or categories
of quizzes which he is the most interested in. The application automatically
checks for new versions when the application starts. The quizzes needs to
have a version tag, such that version checking can be possible.
9.1.3 Scalability
How do we train, 10, 100, 1000 clinicians? Our solution so far is that the clin-
icians are responsible and in charge of their own training. Another scenario
can be a teacher or a course leader having many students. The applica-
tion can track the student’s knowledge level in quizzes of interest and the
progression of the student. The student can submit their data to a central
server, where individual and collective skill and progress of the students can
be visualized through chart and statistics for the teacher. In this way he can
better target students which is in need for individual help, or subjects where
the class is weak and should be addressed by the teacher.
9.1.4 Multimedia as part of the quiz questions
In the evaluation of the application, we saw that some of the clinicians wanted
pictures and sound as part of the questions. Pictures, sound and video is
far more similar the situations the clinicians meet at the hospital. Where
they need to look, listen and observe the patient, rather than having the
examination results handed to them in a text format.
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One way to integrate multimedia into the questions, is by meta tagging
the important observations done in the videos, pictures and sound. Then we
can build an instance of a specific entity model for that video, picture or a
sound.
For example: a sound clip of a wheezing sound would have a graph is
modelled in figure 9.1. By subtracting this graph from the one used for
textual questions, we don’t get wheeze as a part of the textual question.
The student needs to listen and analysing the sound to understand that the
patient is wheezing.
WheezeValue: TrueWheezePatient hasMeasurementundergoesExamination
Figure 9.1: An entity instance of the wheezing sound
We can use this method in combination with other types of pictures.
A patient laying in the bed with a facial mask, tells that this is a patient
which has been treated with oxygen. As the patient is not alert, the patient
is probably still having severe asthma. This is information which can be
removed from the textual question when we have a graph which tells that
this can be seen in the picture.
From a picture it is also easy to see if the patient is either a child, an
adult and where he is located. A picture of a child playing with his toys
could be mild or moderate asthma as he is alert. A patient which doesn’t
respond to the questions from the doctor, could be severe asthma as he is
showing an inability to talk because of the breathing difficulties.
9.2 Conclusion
Well defined clinical practice guidelines have shown the effect of improving
the quality of health care at a lower cost, as well as reducing practice vari-
ability. Despite the positive effects of clinical practice guideline, they have
shown a limited effect on changing the clinicians practice methods. Our
contribution to the medical community is a serious game which addresses
some of the reasons why clinical practice guidelines haven’t been put into
more use. By playing the game, clinicians will be aware of the paediatric
guidelines of possible asthma (Republic of Kenya 2016), they will get famil-
iar with the guideline content, they may gain the self-confidence to execute
the recommended practices of the guideline, well defined scenarios may help
the clinicians overcome inertia of previous practices, and a serious game may
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overcome some of the external barriers such as cumbersome format for some
of the clinicians. Our evaluation verifies that our contribution is valuable to
the medical community.
We also proposed four data models. A guideline (workflow) model which
describes the workflow of a clinical encounter. A domain (entity) model
which describes a patient, the symptoms, the diagnosis and how the clinicians
manages the patient for his medical condition. A student learning model
which keeps track of the student’s performance at different quizzes. A game
model which holds information about game elements and the ordering of the
game/learning material. By using information from the game model and the
student learning model, we can make the game adaptable to the knowledge
and progression of the student. It can also be made flexible such that the
student can choose different paths through the learning material.
Through evaluation we saw that the our domain (entity) model needed to
be adapted to support differential diagnoses, and multiple diagnoses as the
treatment can depend on which other diagnoses the patient may have. This
indicate that our work may be a stepping stone. That the domain (entity)
model need further adoptions the more we learn about the requirements from
other clinical practice guidelines.
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Comparison of CPG applications
This appendix shows two comparative tables of applications and websites
that display clinical guidelines; one for international applications and one for
Norwegian applications. The selection is based on a few articles concerning
apps for clinical practice and a search for clinical guideline applications on
Google Play. Helsebiblioteket provides access for Norwegian health workers
and students to some of the applications and websites below [1], but users
do not explicitly need accounts for this.
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UpToDate [4] Mobile app, 
website
Android, iOS Yes Paid Guidelines as text 
documents; 
calculators
Can view outline of
documents
Medscape [5] Mobile app Android, iOS Yes Free Guidelines as text 
documents; drug 
interaction checker
Can view outline of
documents
Focus on medicine;
allows resizing of 
text in app











Focus on drugs and
pills





contents in an 
accordion
Unlocked features 

















type(s) Content Interaction Remarks
MSF Medical 
Guidelines [9]
Mobile app Android, iOS, 
Windows Phone
No Free Store medical 
guidelines as 
books; list of 
recent guidelines
Content can be 
accessed with low 
quality for weak 
connections
NICE Guidance [10] Mobile app, 
website




starts with an 
(blocking) outline 















contain a link that 
brings you to the 
corresponding 
webpage
ALS Handbook [13] Mobile app Android, iOS, 
Windows Phone
No Free Guidelines as text 
documents
















Android, iOS No Free Guidelines as text 
documents (some 
with flow charts)
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ACC Guideline 
Clinical App [17]











instead of being on
a line, are stacked 




Mobile app Android, iOS Yes Free Guidelines as 
interactive and 
static flowcharts






instead of being on
a line, are stacked 




Mobile app Android, iOS No Free Guidelines as 
interactive and 
static flowcharts






instead of being on
a line, are stacked 
on top of each 
other
Walsall Join COPD 
Interactive 
Guidelines [20]
Mobile app Android No Free Guidelines as 
interactive 
flowcharts




Elements are very 
separated on 
tablets












Mobile app Android No Free Interactive 
diagnosis systems 
for people to 
diagnose 
themselves








Android, iOS Yes Paid (free
trial)










Mobile app Android, iOS No Free Flashcard quizzes 
to learn anatomy










Mobile app Android No Free Visualization of 
clinical tasks with 
quizzes
First person 3D 
game. Quizzes and 
the use of game 
elements
Multiple try with 
hints. Doesn’t let 
the user jump over
questions











Android, iOS Yes Paid Guidelines as text 
documents
Some parts are 
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Android, iOS No Free Guidelines as text 
documents










Uses two tabs on 
each page to 
provide contextual 
information
eHåndboken [30] Mobile app, 
website
Android, iOS No Free Guidelines as text 
documents; 
bookmarks
Can filter offline 
and bookmarked 
documents on the 
same page
Few flow charts
Tiltaksboka [31] Mobile app, 
website





SykepleiePluss [32] Mobile app, 
website
Android, iOS Yes Paid Lecture videos; 
quizzes; calculators

























No Free Mostly documents 




scrollable icon list 
on the main page
Not easy to see 








No Free Guidelines as text 
documents
Guidelines are 








Mobile app Android, iOS No Free Guidelines as text 
documents and 




Redd Liv [37] Mobile app Android, iOS No Free Instructions for 
CPR
































          guideline-clinical-app  
[18] https://www.escardio.org/Guidelines/Clinical-Practice-Guidelines/
          Guidelines-derivative-products/ESC-Mobile-Pocket-Guidelines  
[19] http://www.esmo.org/Guidelines/Pocket-Guidelines-Mobile-App
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Abstract: Clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) play a fundamental role in modern medical practice since they summarize
the vast medical literature and provide distilled recommendations on care based on the current best evidence.
However, there are barriers to CPG utilization such as lack of awareness and lack of familiarity of the CPGs
by clinicians due to ineffective CPG dissemination and implementation. This calls for research into effective
and scalable CPG dissemination strategies that will improve CPG awareness and familiarity. We describe a
formal model-driven approach to design and implement a gamified e-learning system for clinical guidelines.
We employ gamification to increase user motivation and engagement in the training of guideline content. Our
approach involves the use of models for different aspects of the system, an entity model for the clinical domain,
a workflow model for the clinical processes and a game model to manage the training sessions. A game engine
instantiates a training session by coupling the workflow and entity models to automatically generate questions
based on the data in the model instances. Our proposed approach is flexible and adaptive as it allows for easy
updates of the guidelines, integration with different device interfaces and representation of any guideline.
1 Introduction
Medical knowledge is increasing at an exponen-
tial rate and it is difficult for clinicians to keep up
with this quantity of knowledge production (Fervers
et al., 2010). The development and use of clini-
cal practice guidelines (CPGs) is a promising solu-
tion to this problem. CPGs are systematically devel-
oped statements that assist practitioners and patients
to make decisions about appropriate health care for
specific circumstances (Lohr et al., 1992). Guidelines
are a comprehensive summary of the available evi-
dence about medical conditions and provide recom-
mendations for the management of those conditions
(Goud et al., 2009). A well-developed guideline re-
duces variations in care, improves diagnostic accu-
racy, promotes effective therapy and discourages in-
effective therapies all which contribute to improved
quality of care (Shiffman et al., 2004). The mere
availability of guidelines does not necessarily mean
that the recommendations will be used in actual care.
Indeed, there has been a reported gap between recom-
mended care according to the evidence base and ac-
tual practice leading to preventable errors in practice
(Donaldson et al., 2000; Baker, 2001). This gap can
be attributed to several barriers to guideline dissem-
ination and implementation which include: internal
barriers (lack of awareness, lack of familiarity, lack
of agreement with the guideline content, and the in-
ability to overcome the inertia of previous practice)
and external barriers (i.e., patient, environmental, and
guideline related factors such as ease of use and com-
plexity of the guideline) (Cabana et al., 1999).
The nature of guideline development means that
published guidelines are well-researched, compre-
hensive documents that can be prohibitively volumi-
nous. For example, the National Heart, Lung, and
Blood Institute (NHLBI) 2007 Guidelines for the Di-
agnosis and Management of Asthma full report is 440
pages long (NHLBI, 2007) while the National Insti-
tute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) guide-
lines for the diagnosis monitoring and management of
chronic asthma (2017) report is 39 pages long (NICE,
2017). Such large texts are impractical for use at the
point of care. Additionally, poor guideline presenta-
tion has been identified as a factor in the lack of physi-
cian familiarity as some of the guidelines have been
described as being tedious, repetitive, confusing, and
unclear (Cabana et al., 2000).
To mitigate some of the barriers to knowledge
acquisition of guideline content, new dissemination
strategies aimed at improving awareness and famil-
iarity of guideline content are required. Active guide-
line dissemination strategies have been found to be
more effective than passive strategies at improving
the application of evidence based recommendations
in patient care (Grimshaw et al., 2012). In par-
ticular, educational interventions (e.g. distribution
of printed guidelines, educational meetings and out-
reaches) strengthen the effect of clinical educational
material. Further, the more intensely the information
is provided through these interventions, the greater its
effect on the recipients (Marriott et al., 2000). Re-
search into active strategies for clinical guideline dis-
semination are timely and relevant as they will poten-
tially help to plug the gap between recommended and
actual clinical practice.
One potentially useful active educational inter-
vention is in the distribution of gamified guidelines.
Gamification is the use of game design elements in
non-game contexts (Deterding et al., 2011b; Deter-
ding et al., 2011a). It uses game based mechanics,
aesthetics and thinking to engage people, motivate
action, promote learning and solve problems (Kapp,
2012). The concept of Gamification is relatively new
and has been used to describe the use of game-based
concepts and techniques, with the goal of increasing
the motivation and engagement of the participants and
improving the results.
The implementation of guideline summaries as in-
teractive, gamified flowcharts on a mobile platform
will potentially mitigate the problems of guideline
complexity and presentation that plague the effective
dissemination of guideline content. In this paper we
present a formal model driven approach to gamifica-
tion of clinical practical guidelines. To illustrate the
approach, we present three models, an entity model of
the clinical encounter domain, a workflow model for
the clinical processes and a game model all of which
will be integrated to create our gamified system. We
also describe a prototype mobile-based guideline app
that incorporates these models to present a gamified
interactive guideline training tool.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In
section 2 we give an introduction to the Diagram
Predicate Framework (DPF) and show how it can be
used for modelling CPGs workflows and entity mod-
els for the clinical domain. Moreover, we illustrate
how the guideline workflow information is synchro-
nized with the domain information. In section 3 we
introduce our approach to gamification of workflows
and discuss in further detail the use of the different
models in our design. In section 4 we describe the
implementation of our approach in the development
of the prototype system. Finally in section 5 we com-
pare our approach to other works before we conclude
the paper and envision further work in section 6.
2 Background
In this work we use a formal diagrammatic ap-
proach to model driven software engineering (MDE),
called Diagram Predicate Framework (DPF). MDE
is a system development paradigm that promotes the
use of models as the primary artefacts that drives
the whole development process. In MDE models
are specified using a modelling language whose syn-
tax and semantics are defined by a metamodel (Ro-
drigues da Silva, 2015). This allows for the develop-
ment of domain-specific modelling languages (DSLs)
using notations and abstractions that are unique to a
given domain. The use of DSLs allows for the devel-
opment of more expressive models and ease of use by
domain experts.
In this section we provide an overview of how di-
agrammatic models can be created using DPF. We
chose to use DPF as it can be used to create cus-
tom domain specific modelling languages. Further-
more, we’ll present a metamodel for representing a
CPG workflow, a simple entity model for the medical
domain, a model for the game engine and finally an
integrated multi-metamodel that incorporates the en-
tity and CPG workflow models. UML is another al-
ternative approach for the modeling of various kinds
such as UML entity model, sequence model. How-
ever, DPF allows us to do multilevel metamodeling
and also visualizes constraints in the models.
2.1 Diagram Predicate Framework
(DPF)
DPF formalizes software development activities such
as metamodelling (Rutle et al., 2009) and model
transformations (Rutle et al., 2012) based on category
theory (Barr and Wells, 1990) and graph transforma-
tions (Löwe, 1993). By applying DPF we can formal-
ize clinical guidelines and clinical domain models at
different abstraction levels in form of diagrammatic





































































Figure 1: A simplified entity model of the clinical encounter domain
facilitates visual representations of guidelines that can
be presented at different level of abstraction. A model
in DPF is represented by a diagrammatic specification
S= (S ,CS : Σ) which consists of a graph S and a set
of constraints CS specified by a predicate signature
Σ.
The predicate signature is composed of a collec-
tion of predicates, each having a name and an arity
(shape graph). A constraint consists of a predicate
from the signature together with a binding to the sub-
graph of the models underlying graph which is af-
fected by the constraint. In order to apply DPF for the
modeling of a game that operates over clinical prac-
tice guideline we need to formalize the concepts of a
guideline using DPF and also model the gamification
concepts with DPF. In the following subsection we
present how DPF can be used to model different as-
pects of guidelines and representing the concepts for
gamification.
2.2 Entity modelling
We will now present an entity model of the clinical
domain. To do this we use a metamodel contain-
ing Concepts, Attributes and References. An actual
model typed over this metamodel is shown in Fig-
ure 1. We have concepts and corresponding rela-
tions for domain entities such as Patients, Diagnosis,
Treatments etc (see Figure 1). The model consists
of a constraint modeled with a predicate named ‘pre-
condition’ and visualized with symbol [pre− cond].
The constraint specifies that all the treatment in-
stances must have a reference to a diagnosis instance.
2.3 Workflow modelling
Clinical practice guidelines often consist of a flow of
information. Workflow models may be used to repre-
sent the flow of a guideline. In Figure 2 below we see
an example metamodel (M2) for behavioural models,
where Tasks can be connected by Flow edges. On the
next abstraction level (M1) we see a generic treatment
model that is typed by the flow model. The treat-
ment model has three tasks Assessment and Diagno-
sis, Treatment and Evaluation. Finally, at (M0) we
see an instance of the treatment workflow of a severe
asthma diagnosis.
2.4 Game modelling
At their core, games are goal-oriented activities with
reward and progress tracking mechanisms. The de-
sign of gamified e-learning systems should be under-
taken in the view of these core concepts. In our sys-
tem, the training will be done through a series of ques-
tions based on the guideline content. The game en-
gine in our model automatically generates questions
from the entity and workflow models to instantiate a
training module. The questions are categorized ac-
cording to the learners skill level (beginner, interme-
diate, advanced) and each question has a reward in the
form of points. A game model should also specify a
learner profile that tracks the learners activities.
2.5 Integrating Models
The training model is built by the integration of the
entity and workflow models based on the principles
introduced by Rabbi et al (Rabbi et al., 2014a). The
states of the training module T M are defined by a set
Task
flow

















Figure 2: The workflow model with its metamodel
of elements that include a pair of workflow instance
WI and an entity instance EI: T Mi =< EIi,WIi >
where i is a natural number. This integration of mod-
els is shown in Figure 3 and the concept is discussed
in more details in section 3. In Figure 3, we show a
section of the entity model with values from a given
scenario where based on the History & Examination
findings, a Diagnosis of Severe Asthma is made and
its Treatment specified. The flow of how this process
should happen is shown in the workflow model.
3 Proposed Method
3.1 Gamification elements
The core concepts of games that should inform the
design of gamified e-learning systems are goal ori-
ented activities with reward mechanisms and progress
tracking (Strmečki et al., 2015). In the training of
guideline content, the main goal is for the trainees to
learn how to treat different aspects of a disease as de-
scribed in the guideline. The reward mechanisms and
progress tracking aid in increasing the users engage-
ment and motivation (Bernik et al., 2018).
3.2 CPG modelling
In our approach, we separate two aspects from a clini-
cal practice guideline (CPG). Medical conditions and
clinical encounters of patients is one aspect which we
model in an entity model; recommended clinical pro-
cesses is another aspect which we model in a work-
flow diagram. A flow in a guideline often consist of
medical conditions such as ‘start giving oxygen if a
child is convulsing for more than 5 minutes’. Typ-
ically a modeling approach specifies all the recom-
mended processes in a workflow diagram. An in-
stance of the diagram would then specify a concrete
scenario representing the care processes executed for
a patient.
In our approach, we skip modeling the general
recommendations in a workflow diagram and directly
specify concrete scenarios. For example, in our ap-
proach we model a scenario where a 2 year old boy
who is convulsing for 7 minutes is admitted to a hos-
pital and we start treatment by giving oxygen. We
follow this approach as it allows us to model concrete
scenario with less effort and we do not need to spend
time on encoding the whole guideline. Since the pur-
pose of modeling the guideline scenario is to generate
questions using our approach, it is sufficient for us
to model the scenario representing the recommended
clinical processes according to the guidelines. To rep-
resent such scenarios we integrate a CPG workflow
model with an entity model which is encoded as a
DPF model. Typically, a CPG consist of a large num-
ber of pages with information from the clinical do-
main. There exists some approaches that allows us to
design a visual model of a CPG.
In (Rabbi et al., 2014a; Rabbi et al., 2014b), the
authors presented an approach where different aspects
of a system were coordinated by means of multiple
metamodels. The approach is based on the foundation
of DPF.
In the multi-metamodeling approach, a workflow
model is integrated with an entity model by means of






























































A 4yr old boy weighting 
16 kg presents with a 
history of cough, wheeze 
and on examination he is 
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Figure 3: Integrated entity and workflow models
used to design the flow of a system and an entity meta-
model used to design the entities and relationship of a
domain. A workflow model can be used to represent
an abstraction of a CPG but we need to incorporate the
detailed domain knowledge in our modelling. In this
paper we exploit the use of the multi-metamodeling
approach to represent the domain knowledge of a clin-
ical guideline and the clinical process and apply them
to execute a training session. The idea of using the
CPG workflow model is to control the flow of the
game such that the user is interacting with the right
gaming element at the right time.
In this section we explain a training module which
consist of one or more CPG models and one or
more entity models represented as DPF specifica-
tions. The states of the training module T M are
defined by a set of elements that include a pair of
CPG workflow instance and a DPF entity instance
that represents the entities within a domain and re-
lationships between them. Figure 4 illustrates an
example of two states T M1 and T M2 of a training
module. The state T M1 consists of a set of ele-
ments that include a pair of workflow instances and
DPF instances: {< WI0,EI0 >,< WI1,EI1 >,.. <
WIn,EIn} where WI1,WI2, ..WIn are workflow in-
stances and EI0,EI1, ..EIn are DPF entity instances.
Figure 4 shows a training session flow which con-
sists of a sequence of states of training module i.e.,
TrainingFlow1 :=< T M1,T M2, ....T Mk >. Figure 3
shows an instance of a training session. In Figure 3
the game engine instantiates a training session by gen-
erating questions based on the DPF entity model and
CPG workflow model. For example, it could initially
generate a scenario based on the patient details and
history and examination findings and ask what the di-
agnosis is. If answered correctly, it will move on to
the next task and ask about the treatment. A training
session is composed of a sequence of training mod-
ules and is evolved from the initial state of a training
flow and progresses based on the answer provided by
the user.
Figure 4: States of training module
Training module
(State, TM  )0
<Enabled>
Training module
(State, TM  )1
<Disabled>
Training module
(State, TM  )0
<Disabled>
Training module
(State, TM  )1
<Enabled>
Transformation of training module’s state due to correct answer(s)
Figure 5: Progression of the states of training module
In our approach a training session is evolved from
the initial state of a training flow and progresses based
on the answer provided by the user. Figure 5 illus-
trates the idea of the progression of the states of train-
ing session. Depending on the answer given by the
user, a game engine consults with the training flow
and evolves the state of the training session. We
use two DPF predicates < Enabled >, < Disabled >
to represent the current status of the training mod-
ules. A training module T M0 when annotated with

























Figure 6: A conceptual model for the game elements
module is currently active and is being considered for
training.
The answers are collected from the user in two
different ways. We can ask the user to answer some
questions about the domain ontology i.e., entities and
their relationships; also the question can be based on
the workflow instance. We utilize another DPF model
to formulate the questions that can be asked to the
user. Figure 6 shows the DPF model representing the
concepts of an e-learning game. The model represents
the game elements which include information about
how the game engine should control the game. In our
approach a game instance is associated with a train-
ing module. Using this DPF model we can specify
the number of questions to be asked, passing condi-
tion and can include questions under some question
category. We use references to the CPG instances and
entity instances for specifying correct and wrong an-
swers.
A general concern about this approach is the vali-
dation of the training flow. While constructing a train-
ing flow one might make mistake in two ways: (a)
wrong composition of instances of CPG model and
entity model; (b) wrong flow of CPG instances. To
reduce the number of errors we apply inconsistency
checking as described in the next section.
4 System Description
We propose to use a generic system based on the
idea of multilevel-metamodeling and their coordina-
tion. Figure 7 shows an overview of the system.
The responsibility of the ‘Game Engine’ is to control
the training flow, maintain the status of the trainee,
produce dialogues or control the visualization of the
screen. The user should be able to interact with the
game engine via ‘Google Assistant’ or ‘Mobile appli-
cation’.
We plan to support different types of devices for
the training to facilitate training considering various
learning style of the trainee.
Question Flow manager: The question flow man-
ager selects the questions to be asked depending on
the level of difficulty of a training session. It main-
tains the order of questions to be shown to the user.
For example, user-A has skill-1 and chose to go
through the beginning session. While randomly se-
lecting questions that falls under the difficulty of ‘Be-
ginner’, it also looks into the questions that has been
used before for user-A. It puts more emphasize on the
questions that the user has been struggling with.
Conversation manager: The conversation man-
ager keeps track of the conversation and manages the
context of the conversation. For example, if there are
three questions to be asked that is related to a child
who is 2 years old, then the conversation manager
produces a context for three questions and starts the
conversation saying “A 2 year old child comes to the
emergency department with <some condition>, an-
swer to the following questions:”. Afterwards it asks
the first question, followed by the 2nd and 3rd ques-
tions.
User management: The user management module
keeps track of the trainees skill, progress and effort.
The user management module is also used to produce
visualization showing the performance of a popula-
tion. If a group of trainee is particularly struggling
with a set of questions or question category then the
user management module will produce a report and
the trainer will be able to monitor it.
4.1 Adaptiveness
There are two ways our system facilitates adaptive-
ness:






























Figure 7: Overview of the proposed system architecture
• Capturing the learning behaviour of trainee and
changing the model accordingly.
4.2 Methods
Our approach consists of modeling the entity which
represents the concepts related to clinical informa-
tion; the workflow which represents the flow of a
guideline; and the structure of a game. We propose
to use WebDPF tool for the modeling of these ele-
ments. The multilevel metamodeling supported by
the WebDPF tool allows us to design domain specific
modeling languages. The tool is also facilitated with
a constraint checker which allows us to check if the
models being constructed are valid or not. We per-
sist our models using JSON format. Figure 8 shows
an overview of the proposed system where the game
engine reads the models using a model parser. The
game engine executes the game by asking questions
to the trainee and also stores the answer in a relational
database. We have developed a report engine which
retrieves data from the relational database and visual-
izes learning analytics to the trainer. The trainer can
also interact with the report interface and can visu-
alize the data from different perspective. The trainer
can get an overview of the training modules and can
select individual trainees usage statistics. In our cur-
rent implementation we have not incorporated any
machine learning algorithms. Therefore, adapting a
training module according to the requirement of the
trainee are done manually by the knowledge engineer.
We used this modeling architecture to develop a
proof-of-concept game for the asthma guideline train-
ing. Figure 9 shows a sample conversation from the
asthma guideline training. While the participant is
using google assistant we use the google account for
registering the participant to our system. It is planned
to use OAuth 2.0 protocol for authenticating the user
from the mobile application to the participants Google
account. It will allow the user to switch from one de-
vice to another. While the participant is using the mo-
bile application they get more feature such as brows-
ing the guideline.
4.2.1 Implementation of the mobile application
The application is developed using React-Native and
JavaScript. React-Native is based on the React frame-
work, and is used to build mobile applications for An-
droid and iPhone. The motivation for using such a
framework is reuse of code when supporting both mo-
bile platforms as well as the web.
The game consists of a collection of quizzes,
where each quiz contains several questions. These
questions are based around a scenario, where the stu-
dent is presented with answer alternatives. Picking
an answer alternative will give the student points for
how close he was to the right action. The student is
presented with the answer key, an explanation, as well
as pointers to the evidence and the relevant guideline
for further study.
The quiz will conclude with a summary, giv-
ing feedback and statistics on students performance.
The quiz should have a passing condition to unlock
quizzes at a higher difficulty level. This is illustrated
in Figure 10.
4.2.2 Generating the scenarios
To generate questions, we will write small scenarios
in the form of narrative templates where we use tags













Figure 8: Proposed method of the system
Hello, welcome to the asthma guideline training program. 
In order to continue, I need your permission to know your 
name from google. Is that ok?
Ok
Welcome <<username>>. While the training is going on 
you can always choose to go to the main menu or quit.  
Please choose from the following options: See Progress; 
Start Training; Quit.
What do you wish to do?
I would like to start training
I will ask 5 questions from the diagnosis and assessment 
category. The questions have difficulty level ‘Easy’. Lets 
start the training. A 2 year old boy comes to the 
emergency department with a history of cough and 
wheeze. Answer to the following questions. 
First question, Central cyanosis would mean a diagnosis 
of severe asthma. True or False
True
Correct answer! Second question…..
Figure 9: Sample flow of conversation from the asthma
guideline training
to a path in the entity graph. The application will tra-
verse through the graph and return the value of the
given vertex.
A challenge with this method, is how to present
the data returned by the graph in a text. The value
from a measurement of the pulse-rate is just an in-
teger. An observation that the patient has a breath-
ing condition is a boolean, and an observation of the
patients level of consciousness is an enumerate of
the AVPU (Alert, Verbal, Pain, Unresponsive) scale.
These values will have to be presented differently to
make a good sentence in the scenario. How we solved
this issue was by letting the vertex hold a string repre-
sentation of its value. This is illustrated in Figure 11.




Ben arrives at the emergency
department.
He is not alert and not verbal,
but responds to pain.
5 Related Work
In (Farkash et al., 2013) Farkash et al. presented a
model-driven approach to formalize clinical practice
guideline using natural rule language (NRL). Speci-
fying the constraints of a guideline with English-like
rule language reduces the gap of the representation
and processing of guidelines. The authors presented
a set of software components that support the repre-
sentation, interpretation of CPGs using NRL and also
can be applied directly to a patient’s EHR data for
analysis. Their approach is supported by a proof-of-
concept implementation for a simple essential hyper-
tension guideline directive. Our approach is different
with their approach as we use a graph based modeling
technique and the main contribution of our approach
is to support the training of a guideline by means of
gamification.
In (Kristensen et al., 2009) Kristensen et al.
presented a conceptual model for e-learning where
the learning materials are divided into atomic units
and organized in several graph based models such
as ‘Knowledge map’, ‘Learning map’ and ‘Student
map’. These conceptual models provide a better
structure for representing an e-learning environment














Figure 11: Importing variables from graph into scenario
and an easy-to-use navigation interface for exist-
ing learning materials. We borrowed concepts from
this paper and adapted them for representing CPGs
and game elements by means of Diagram Predicate
Framework and multi-metamodelling approach.
A gamification approach was presented in (Akl
et al., 2008) where the authors followed the format
of TV game shows in which two teams of residents
compete in answering questions that are based on the
recommendations of guidelines. However, their ap-
proach is lacking formalization and does not support
model based analysis. In our approach we emphasize
on the modeling part and apply model driven engi-
neering technique to interface with various platforms.
In (Del Cura-Gonzlez et al., 2016) the authors
conducted a study to assess the effectiveness of a
teaching strategy for the implementation of CPGs us-
ing educational games. They demonstrated the results
for an e-learning game EDUCAGUIA to improve
knowledge and skills related to clinical decision-
making by residents in family medicine. The game
consists of educational games with hypothetical clin-
ical scenarios in a virtual environment. To iden-
tify the effectiveness of teaching strategies through
e-learning, they proposed an average score compar-
ison of hypothetical scenario questionnaires between
the EDUCAGUIA intervention group and the control
group. Such evaluation is very important and it re-
flects the usefulness of utilizing games in teaching
guidelines. We plan to conduct similar evaluation of
our gamification approach with healthcare profession-
als in future.
(Aouadi et al., 2016) uses Technology-Enhanced
Learning standards to develop serious games which
can be used in technological/professional/academic
fields for learning. Their goal was to make a scenario-
building approach, built upon a model driven archi-
tecture. The game includes a health course with
demonstrative videos and evaluation quizzes with
each course having a passing condition. The game is
also demonstrated as a 3D game in a context of med-
ical training. In their approach Aouadi et al., used a
platform independent model for the development of
game components which was transformed into a plat-
form specific model by means of ATL transformation.
While their approach is very close to our proposed
method, they lack modularization and separation of
concerns. In our approach we do not only apply mul-
tilevel metamodelling but also the integration of dif-
ferent modeling hierarchies which allows us to con-
veniently articulate various aspects of an e-learning
system.
(Wyatt et al., 2013) presents OKWA (Okay with
Asthma) which is a game targeted on children.
They aim at educating children with asthma in self-
management skill. This includes information about
medications, how to avoid triggering the asthma,
monitoring, when and how to get help from others.
The game is an interactive animated movie-style nar-
rative, where the actions the child chooses will have
an effect on how the story develops. Our project dif-
fers from this one as our target group is adult health
care workers. We will also focus more on evalua-
tion of medical knowledge through tasks and quizzes
rather than just story telling.
(Shegog et al., 2006) is similar to the OKWA
project, as it targets self-management skills for chil-
dren with asthma during a role playing game. The
game uses the child’s asthma profile, so the child can
see the responses to his/hers health information in the
game. To complete a scenario, the character in the
game needs to be symptom free.
(Zolfo et al., 2010) describes an approach where
they use mobile phones as a personal learning envi-
ronment for health care workers in resource limited
environments. They put an emphasize on the impor-
tance of avoiding health care workers being absent
from the health station for training programs. They
use didactic learning material (3d animations, video,
presentations, sound) and evaluates learning through
multiple choice questions. They also use Skype and
Facebook to have clinical case discussions with a
network of experts. The project differs to ours, as
they have an emphasize on didactic distance-learning
while we are learning through actively solving prob-
lems and tasks through gaming elements.
(Bartel et al., 2017) aims for a generic gaming
platform for implementing gamified learning arrange-
ments in engineering education. Their approach to
implementation is based on the concept of domain-
specific modeling, which is descirbed as an instance
of model-driven software design. However both theirs
and our projects are in the field of model driven de-
velopment, Bartels work aims at engineering educa-
tion, while we aim at education of health care work-
ers. Their project is a work in progress, and have lim-
ited results to analyze and compare to.
(Pesare et al., 2016) presents both Edugame and
Simulation of Clinical Cases. Edugame is aimed at
patients and caregivers, to manage the disease and
promote a healthy lifestyle to avoid critical situations
and hospitalization. The game is a role-playing game,
and the users mission is to answer correct on the prob-
lems posed on the character in the game. Simulation
of Clinical Cases is a single player simulation game.
The goal is to save the character in the game, by the
user suggesting the right therapy, action and/or exam-
ination to solve the condition the patient in the game
has. The game adapts to which role the clinician has,
so the game will be different for a nurse and a physi-
cian. The game provides scores according to if the
answer was correct, partially correct or wrong. Our
project has a larger focus on model driven develop-
ment and a data model to easier add new content and
other types of games.
Septris (Evans et al., 2015) is an online training
tool to help emergency clinicians to identify and dif-
ferentiate between the different forms of the sepsis
syndrome. Pick the right diagnostic tests and provide
optimal management of the syndrome. Diagnose and
treatment is a big part of our project as well, but it
will be made general enough to make games for sev-
eral different medical conditions.
6 Conclusion
In this work, we have presented a model-driven
approach to the design and development of a gami-
fied system for learning clinical guideline content. We
also present a prototype mobile e-learning system that
utilized our design approach in its development. In
the near future we aim to test our system with clini-
cians to evaluate its usability, acceptability and effec-
tiveness.
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